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Dr. Robert Cassidy Staff Photo by Carlton Young

Cassidy Pressed to Resign
Editor's note: The original intention of this

stoiy was to develop a full understanding of the

problems presently occuring within the religion

department. In that a very few informat :ue

sources were available for comment, the story

may appear one-sided. Some of those sources

which refused comment were Dean Stephen
Puckette, religion department chairman Herbert
Wentz (and his colleagues), and chairman of the

committee on 'promotion and tenure' Dr. Scott
Bates. For the most part, sources sympathetic to

Dr. Cassidy presented the information that
appears in this article. The content of this article

is, nevertheless, an " attempt at objective
reporting.

The circumstances behind Dr. Robert
Cassidy 's recent resignation have raised

controversy among University Administrators
'acuity and students.

According to an unnamed source. Dr. Cassidv
first learned of "difficulties" within the religion

department at a February 1977 meeting with the

Dean of the College Stephen Puckette and acting

department chairman Dr. Gerald Smith. Dr.

Cassidy was told that the department was not
ning to recommend him for permanent.

retention at the end of the year.

Dr. Cassidy then met with his colleagues in

March to discuss the difficulties, but nothing was
resolved. At the May meeting the department
informed Dr. Cassidy that no subsequent
meetings were going to be held.

In mid-July the religion department presented

Dr. Cassidy with two options; he could" 'I)

appeal the department's decision to the

Grievance Committee, in which case the

department would recommend and Dean of the

College confirm Dr. Cassidy's termination at the

end of the 1977-78 school term; (2) submit a

letter of resignation, effective at the end of the

1978-79 term, in which case all rights of appeal

or protest would be waived.
Dr. Cassidy chose option 2 and submitted his

letter of resignation on August 23.

According to the same source. Dr. Cassidy

chose this second option because his inquiries

had led him to understand there was little or no
chance of a successful appeal, and because the

extra year at Sewanee would give him more time

to look for another job.

When questioned why Dr. Cassidy was
pressured to resign, both the religion department-
consisting of Chairman Dr. Herbert Wentz, Dr.

(cont. on p. 16)

AYERS OVERRULES DECISION

Wheeler - Smith Back
by Lindsay Coates

Ms. Mary Jo Wheeler Smith,
the sole instructor in the An-
thropology Department, was
re -instated to her position

When Vice Chancellor Bennett
to fire her last spring. Dr
Bennett fired Ms Wheeler-

Smith despite a unanimous
vote by the Faculty Grievance

Committee that such action
should not be taken

.

Ms. Wheeler-Smith
apparently was

. not
re-appointed because she had
not recieved her doctorate
within the University's time
limit. Ms. Wheeler-Smith took
her case to the faculty

Grievance Committee, claiming
that she had been given Vh
years less than other male
faculty members to earn her
doctorate.

The five member Grievance
Committee voted unanimously
in favor of Ms. Wheeler-Smith,
citing sex discrimination. The
committee, which serves in an
advisory capacity, told Viee-
Chancellor Bennett, Provost
Marsh, and Dean Puckette of
their decision, but no action

When Vice Chancellor
Ayres arrived this summer,
Ms. Wheeler Smith appealed to

him and the new Provost,

Dr, Shaefrer. Vice Chancellor
Ayres reversed Dr. Bennett's
decision , saying that Ms.
Wheeler-Smith had been
treated unfairly. The Univer
sitv also had to abid.

Title IX, which states

educational institution, such as

Sewanee, which uses federal

funds, cannot discriminate
against employees on the basis

of sex.

Ms. Wheeler-Smith, who
graduated form Radcliffe and
continued her studies at the

University of Chicago, feels

that. she was discriminated a-

gainst. She also feels that the

questionoires which are sent

out to alumni do not give an
accurate rating of one's abili-

ties because theyl are too vague

to ery
alumni who had been enrolled
in her courses. If the decision
had not been reversedtshe says
that she would have appealed
her case under Title IX to the
Department of Health, Ed-
ucation and Welfare, as well

as the Civil Rights Commission.
Ms. Wheeler-Smith had the

backing of the American Asso-

ciation of University

Professors. The organization

was headed by present Provost
Shaeffer.

Ms. Wheeler-Smith went on
to say that last spring there was
no position budgeted for the

Anthropology Department,
that there was no intention of

hiring anyone to fill the posi-

tion, and that this matter was
at no point taken to the Curr-

iculum Committee. Vice-

Chsncellor Ayres admitted that

this was the case, saying that

additional monies had to be
budgeted this fall. Faculty

sources who asked to remain

el that Ms.anonymous U
Wheeler-Smith fired for

well as the

by

finan

fact that she is female and
divorced.

Ms. Wheeler-Smith's ,case

vas the first ever to be
considered before the

Grievance Committee. Ms.
Wheeler-Smith was not fully

satisifted with the process be-

" Dr.

Deans of Students Enact New Policies, Rules
ZDormd to be vsfuieter

he

Social I oiicu (enforced

Bennett, Provost Marsh, and
Dean Puckette did not ser-

iously consider the committee
recommendation. Dr. Henry
Arnold, a member of the board
of the local AAUP, was also

disatisfied with the process for

two reasons. First, because the

process worked too slowly e

ndly be. he

talk

Recently there has been i

call for the stricter enforcemem
of the existing dormitory rule;

by the administration. Primarily

Dean Seiters has called for ;

decrease of noise in the room!

so as to allow the dorms to be i

place for study, sleep,

quiet social life.

There has been some
confusion as to what Dean

Seiters has defined as a "party in

Sewanee campus,
expressed in his

Convocation. One student

expressed this opinion: "That
seems logical. Dean Seiters does

the dirty work, doesn't he?"
When questioned, Dean

Seiters claimed that the policy
wns of enforcement is of his own
^e a initiative and that it has no
and relation to Mr. Ayres' . talk. He

did say, however, that "Mr.

Ayres firmly supported my

the Two

ctio

behind
Mr. Ayn
all of the

, . „ administration's actiouo.
quoted as saying

Has there been any change

since Dean Seiters' talk? David

Lodge ,
proctor of Courts dorm,

says "Yes, it has gotten

quieter." Another student, when
questioned, said he had not

contacted
that they had been told that any
more than five people in ,oni

room was a violation of th>

rule that there can be no partie

in the rooms.
However, Dean Seiters

made it explicitly clear to the noticed any change. When asked

PURPLE that there is no specific if the noise level had hindered

limit to the number of people his studying in the dorms, he

allowed in a room, but that said: "No, I have always been

there is a limit to the noise level able to study in my room."

which will be tolerated in the Other rules which have been

dormitories. stressed are the visitation hours

Some students have assumed and the abuse of fire equipment.

that the administration's move The only rule which has been

for stricter enforcement of altered is the rule concerning the

dormitory rules sprang from registration of pets. It is now
Mr. Ayres's desire for a

"Christian lifestyle" on the (cont. on p. 14)

by Frank Greskovich

Despite persistent rumors to

the contrary, the Sewanee
social policy has not been
changed. The guidelines set

forth in the Student Handbook
will, however, be more rigidly

enforced.
Dean Douglass Seiters, Dean

of Men at the College, cited the
passage in the Student
Handbook covering social

policy which states: The foll-

owing will be considered viol-

ations of the Sewanee Social

Policy: a) The public display

of intoxicants, b)
consumption of alcoholic bev-
erages at any athletic contest,

-

whether varsity or intramurals,

at concerts, and similar

functions.

Dean Seiters stated that this

has been a University regu-

lation for as long as he remem-
bers and added that "flagrant
violations of these regulations

linal otfen thii

country and the College must
deal with them accordingly, or
else outside law-enforcement
officials may enter the situa-

The main thrust of action

will be directed at the varsity

football gaves this fall. In

addition to signs prohibiting

the use of alcohol at the games
the Dean stated that he, and
probably a Sewanee police offi-

cer, would be at the gate to

turn away any one attempting
to "bring coolers into the

game" or "waving a bottle

upon entering." Seiters

remarked that "these stricter

a result of the gross negligence

of a small minority of the stu-

dent body in this area in the

past. Sewanee is a community
of people other than only
college students, and people
and their children should feel

free to attend these activities

without worrying about being

subjected to the behavior of
this minority of students."

Asked how this will affect

the drinking clubs, Dean
Seiters replied, "They have
been informed that their initia-

tion rites are illegal, and at foot-

ball games they will be treated

like any other student."
Concerning fraternities, the

(cont. on p. 15)

that anybody conceeded
that it was a case of sexist

discrimination."

Ms. Wheeler-Smith who is

assured of getting her PhD, is

(cont. on p. 3)
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SAGA BRINGS INNOVATIONS

Frats Face Changes
by Bruce Dobie

After compiling data

concerning a drop in fraternity

membership over the past ten

years. Dean Seiters feels that

"either fraternities will broaden
their base of interest and attract

more members, or several of
them will fold and the

situation will balance itself out."
The information that- Dean

Seiters has compiled reveals that

fraternity participation has
dropped from 525 members in

1965 to 355 in 1976, primarily

due to the introduction of
women students in Sewanee,
The problem has been
augmented by a lack of interest

among male students with
regard to fraternities, as
evidenced by 70 per cent male
participation in 1965 as opposed
to 60 percent male participation

in 1976.

In response to these figures.

Dean Seiters remarks that "We
can't build fraternities like they
were before Sewanee turned
coeducational, but we can at

least try to regain the 10 percent
caused by a drop in interest."

In order to boost fraternity

appeal, David Jackson, President
of the Inter-fraternity Council,
plans to "publicize the aspects

of fraternities that students

don't ordinarily see, such as

lectures and other
oriented projects."

Dean Seiters

"Fraternities should upgrade
their image so as to be known
for more than just their

parties. We need to see more
activities like the DKE's lectures
and the IFC party for Vice-
Chancellor Ayres."

The Board of Trustees'

committee formed in April of
1975 to examine fraternities at

Sewanee asked for an
extension of their report at the
last Trustee meeting due to "the
complexity of the matter and
further problems they
encountered," says Seiters.

He adds that the committee
has no authoratative voice with
regard to fraternity operations,
but is examining the situation
simply due to recent concern
over the stability of fraternities

at Sewanee.

by Sue DeWal

SAGA Food
process of bringing still more
changes and innovations

to Gailor diners.

Several changes in personnel

occured during the summer. Mr.

Mac McCIellan replaced Mr.

Jim Samuels as area food service

director. Mr. McCIellan
converted a Gailor storage room
into an office so that he might
be closer to the students.

Taking Mr. McClellan's old

position as Gailor manager is Mr.
Dixie Leonard. Although Mr.
Leonard is new at food
management, Mr. McCIellan
expects great things of him.
"We're going to have one of the

best managers in SAGA," Mr.
McCIellan predicted.

Other area personnel shifts

include Ms. Jane Gallaher 's

appointment as acting academy
food manager.
A luncheon deli bar, slated

Tor operation beginning
September 16, is Gailor's newest
innovation. Selection at first

will be limited. Explained Mr.
McCIellan, "Services on the deli

bar will be increased as we learn

the students' desires."

Assorted meats, salads,

cheeses, and breads will be
available at the deli. The deli

will have a steam machine to

warm sandwiches and melt
cheese. A grill to toast bread will

be added later.

Should the students so desire,

the deli may eventually be
opened for Sunday evening
buffet.

Saving money and
eliminating waste are major aims
of SAGA. "SAGA is the
custodian of student .money, "

said Mr. McCIellan. "If we
don't do this, we're not doing
our job."

Manditory showing of I. D.
cards is one way SAGA is

attempting to cut costs. Last
year, 60-80 students not paying
board still came to eat at Gailor.

According to Mr. McCIellan, the

Emphasizing that SAGA did

not want to impinge on the
honor code, Mr. McCIellan
explained that boarding studen
identification became necessary.

Signing one's name and "ID
number is no longer allowed
because of the large number of
students who continually did so
last year-often more than 200.
Accurate checking was thus
impossible.

"Students did not pay one
cent for the Food Ecology
Program," said Mr. McCIellan.
Largely the project of Acting

Vice-Chancellor Ayres, the signs

and prizes are hoped to
encourage students to cut down

Money saved from reduced
waste will return to students in

the form of better quality food
"specials," such as late night
coke and cookies, and picnics.

"Gailor is SAGA's strongest
food service in Tennessee,"
claimed Mr. Ed Smith, SAGA's
district manager for Ti

the ety,

presentation, and quality. Mi
Smith challenged students to
compare Gailor with other

in Tennessee. Mr.

Smith said SAGA would be
willing to take a group of
Sewanee students around to
SAGA's and their competitor's
cafeterias, at the expense of
SAGA, to compare food and

Mr. McCIellan estimated that

Gailor is 90 per cent to where he
would like to see it. Problems
always arise at the start of the

school, for workers must be
trained and supplies ordered. Mr.
McCIellan expects everything to
be in order in another

Mr. McCIellan attributed

much of Gailor's success to me
Food Committee. Comprised of

administrators and appointees
from student government, the

Committee forms a vital link

between the students and
SAGA.

Input from the Food
Committee and individual

students is encouraged by Mr.
McCIellan. He printed the
food service booklets in an
attempt to clear up any
questions. "We hope everyone
will read it and eventually
understand it," said Mr.
McCIellan.

During the summer SAGA
added an ice cream freezer to
Gailor. More tray racks will also
be added soon to ease the
scramble system's trav jams.

Mr. McCIellan feels "that the
scramble begun last semester is

working well. He also said,

however, that students still have
not learned that they do not
have to get their hot plates first

and thus avoid the long line.

Tuckaway Rennovation Causes Problems
by Natalie Green last year and this

took away the cla*

After a delay due to lack of actual renovation

funds and problems with the good," especially

architect, Tuckaway Dormitory down on noise,

was renovated this summer. Many students

The bulk of the work was not the wallpaper,

completed until after students they'd have mon
had returned to Sewanee. There than burlap," said
still remain a few finishing Dean Douglas
touches. there have been

The general reaction of the sistencies
men living in Tuckaway both in comrr

that, "They architect that drew up the plans
" overall the was not the one who did the
vas "pretty actual renovations. The renova-
in cutting tor's name has not been released

due to final price negotiations.
s did not like The original architect has since
"You'd think left the Nashville firm.

re imagination The phones had still not been
d one student, installed as of last week, and
s Seiters said there was no television. Monday
many "incon- September 12, Dean Seiters said
the breakdown tnat he intended to talk to Mr.

(cont. on p. 7)
;"because the

GOVERNMENT BRANCHES EXPLAINED;

TWO BRANCHES STRIVE FOR UNITY

by Richard Hill

Steve Jobe, President of the
Order of Gownsmen, and
Speaker of the Delegate
Assembly, Nancy Bell, have both
expressed the desire to work
toward a more harmonious
union of the two branches of
student government this year.

According to Ms. Bell, the
first woman to preside over
either house of student
government, their goal is to
create a "mastery of effective

communication" between the
students, the student
government, and the
administration.

Sewanee's DA is composed of
fifty members, forty-two of
whom are dormitory and off-

campus representatives. The
remaining eight are members at

large from each class. This
number is reflective of the
policy concerning the ratio of
one delegate per 25 students.

The Order of the Gownsmen,
however, is composed only of

those students who have had the

gown bestowed upon them by
the University. An organization
of academic distinction, the
OG serves as the other half of
Sewanee's bicameral
government. Its main job,
according to the Sewanee
Student Handbook, is "to
uphold the spirit, traditions, and
ideals of the University of the
South."

According to Jobe, "The
duty of the OG is to reflect.

. .

responsible opinion. By
responsible opinion, I mean that
opinion of those who are
concerned enough to give
sufficient forethought."

Mandatory attendance is the
rule for Delegate

. Assembly
meetings, but the OG has
dropped the requirement. Jobe
says the result is less
involvement by its membership,
"but I encourage more
participation this year. With a
new administration to work
with, it will definitely not the
the same old ballgame."

One of the most powerful
groups maintained by student
government is the Student
Activities Fee Committee, made
up of three DA and two OG
representatives. The body
considers and approves aid

for several groups at Sewanee.
including the Lacrosse Club.

SEWANEE PURPLE, Cinema
Guild, Cap and Gown, and the
Sewanee Outing Club. Nancy
Bell stated that this

responsibility put on the
students, "is representative of
the trust that the administration
has in the students."

Another assemblage is the
Advisory Council, formed to act
as an input to several
community committees, and to
involve people in the flow of
student legislation.

This year's earlier elections
for DA representatives, Ms. Bell
explains, "are to get things
rolling. We have a good
balance of old members with
experience and knowledge of
the DA, and fresh, creative ideas
from new personnel . Th is

,

coupled with faculty support,
promises to help us immensely
this year."

charge of the Honor Council, the the DA. With a, two-thirds vote
Discipline Committee, and the of its members,' the "©G can
Inter-Fraternity Council, the cause the DA to reconsider a

Order of Gownsmen works in a bill, and with a three-fourths
checks and balance system with majority can veto it.

In addition to being

HElft
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AYERS ADDRESSES CONVENTION
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By Keith Sutton Sewanee students and faculty
members through his

Acting Vice-Chancellor Convocation Address last

Robert Ayres recently assessed week.
Sewanee's problems as being Mr. Aytes, a 1949 graduate

both financial and spiritual, of the University of the South,

Mr. Ayres shared his views with stated that the majority of

Sewanee's problems are

financial difficulties. He cited

the University's $3.7 million

debt and the loss of $150,000
at Emerald-Hodgson Hospital
over the past year as specific

by Peggy Barr

"Operation: Task Force"
sounds like something out of a
James Bond movie. Alumni
Director John Bratton even
jokes that the Task Force uses

some undercover methods to

achieve its purpose.

College alumni, through

"Operation: Task Force,"

contributed about $350,000 last

"One of the great needs of
this University is to step out
on a major fund-raising drive
during the next two or three
years to raise additional
endowment and retire our
debt," said Mr. Ayres. The
Acting Vice-Chancellor also
asked the faculty to reduce
their departmental
expenditures by as much as

possible in an effort to balance
Sewanee's budget as soon as
possible.

Mr. Ayres continued his

address by expressing his

concern for the maintenance
of what he termed "a Christian
life-style on this Mountain."
He reminded the student body
of a statement made by the

Chancellor of the University
last year in which he said that

drinking had no place

Christian community"
Sewanee.
Ayres then asked two
is of his Convocation
; "If Jesus Christ

were to walk down this aisle,

would we ki

"If we took Him with us about
this campus, would we be proud
of the things we showed Him?

Vice-chancellor Robert Ayres Speaks at Convocation Staff Photo by Paul Cooper The Acting vice-Chancellor then
urged that all members of the
Sewanee community be more
Christ-like.

Mr. Ayres' speech was given
$900,000 from 58% of its Class agents are spread at the Opening Convocation of
alumni. Mr. Bratton and Mr. throughout the United States, the University. Besides the

Oliver feel that Sewanee should although the majority live fairly Vice-Chancellor's address,

achieve this kind of alumni near to Sewanee. Con.ucation was the scei

support eventually. A class chairman is also the induction of 154 Sewanee
chosen within the Task Force students from both the Colleg)

Organization of the plan is structure. Class chairmen are and the Seminary into the
according to classes. As an responsible for publishing class prestigious Order of Gownsmen
alumni program, it is led and newsletters and organizing class The occasion also gave the

staffed by voluntary workers, reunions. Both the class ayeni S'vwe faculty a chance to

A vice-president of classes,
mri chairman are selected by the display their various academic

elected by the alumni,has charge f
jm* the

.

c
!
ass graduate. Billy gowns to the audience

overall. He may select severa

NEWS

Lathan W. Davis, former
editor of the MANCHESTER
(Tenn) TIMES has been m
director of public relations at

he University. Mr. Davis
eplaces Mrs. Edith Whitesell
who held the post for four years

questic

TASK FORCE BEGS FUNDS

year to the $1,238,217 raised by assistant vice-presidents who
the University's Million Dollar

Program. MDP generates the

unrestricted funds which furnish

about 10% of the University's

operating budget. College

students pay only 54% of their

educational costs through

tuition, seminarians pay a mere
15 2%, while Academy students

fott a little

turn help with the training and
upervision of class agents.

DuBose is the agent for the CI;

of '77, and Hank Selby is

class ch

-rowded All Saint's Chapel.
SEE RELATED INTERVIEW
PAGE 4

Each class has a class agent

who works with a number of

sub-agents in reaching alumni all

over the country. These agents

prrser illy call on members of

70% of their their class whenever possible and

bill. The remaining expense is

covered by unrestricted fund?
in addition to gifts and
endowments to the University

Mr. Bratton and Mark Oliver,

Director of Annual Giving, are

enthusiastic about "Operati

• write letters to the

people they cannot visit.

According to Mr. Oliver, class

agents are chosen through an
"evaluation of interest and
investment in Sewanee as

evidenced by a number of

Task Force" in its second fiscal activities including giving."

year of operation. They feel Proximity to Sewanee is a

that Sewanee's poor record of useful, but by no means
alumni giving is due to a kind of necessary, qualification.

Southern aversion to asking for

money. Thus, as a manual oi

the Task Force states, this plai

"will emphasize the 'ask' ii
Kenneth Lacy Named New Hospital Administrator

By Lindy Gilbert Mr. Lacy expressed great well as at meetings of

enthusiasm for improvement at public organizations.

"Within 18 to 20 months Emerald-Hodgson. He hopes the As soon as Mr. Lacy can show

Emerald-Hodgsen Hospital efforts will lead to productive benefactors evidence

should be working in the black," additions to upgrade its quality improvement, h>

said Mr. Kenneth Lacy, the new in such areas as the Emergency financial

Hospital Administrator at Medical Treatment Service, the set high

Emerald-Hodgsen Volunteer services, and the patient

ompromise
id that

of the

The program sets its goals in

terms of the percentage of

alumni who contribute rather

than a specific monetary figure.

A 5% increase in contributing

alumni per year is the present Mr Lacyi wh came to Hospital Auxilary.
goal. Although, surprisingly, the Sewanee from Louisiana in Mr. Lacy emphasi
dollar count went down last August, has plans including the "the main objective

Mr. Lacy has

standards for good
care without

year, the number of aiumni

making donations went up 4%.

Mr. Bratton explains, "The basic

concept is that if you broaden

your base enough, money will

increase in the long run."

However, "Operation: Task

Force" will set monetary as well

as percentage goals in the future.

recruitment of of it's

Wheeler • Smith
physicians, hospital

! financial patients,
department, and an in-depth

study of the budget and Mr. Lacy projected that 1

1

from p 1)
financial situation at the "ould take him three months v

Tenure
hospital. w amount for all comppnerl. now "P b<"°«> »« '«»""
... » - t *u v..,a„^ Uo cnirl an and Promotion Committee.
Mr. Lacy is now seeking two of the budget. He sain an

new doctors in addition to the accurate report would be drawn Dr. Scott Bates, Chairman of

three doctors who are already up so that each month in 1976 this advisory committee, says

practicing at the hospital. He could be compared to

has spoken to two doctors who corresponding month in 19 'could ;o eithei way
that Ms. Wheeler-Smith

"The emphasis on alumni has spoken to two doctors wno wl**pw»™*. •• "cou,d

giving at Sewanee has not been trained in India and did their „Thc hospital must meet the
tonT" The°ilnal dlcUion about

as strong as at many other internship at Cook Hospital in nceds of tne University students ^ Wnee |cr Smitn .

s tenure will
schools," comments Mr. Oliver. the University of Chicago, and the people living in the
Some of the comparable Eastern _. '

. -i-it-j surrounding area," Mr. Lacy De maae by tne vice

schools have a record of over
Lwanee but no final decision -id. He intends to publicize his Chance.loMheprovost and the

50% alumni giving. Williams •

olans for the hospital
College, which has had its about ftlhng the vacant positions °£»

and pampi;,ets ,

program since 1917, raises over has been made.

-N

Two persons have joined the
mee faculty this year. Dr,

us C. Hoyer, who com
inee from Murray State
ersity, will be assistant

professor of geology. Dr. Hoyer
ved his BA from Augustana

College in Illinois, his MS from
Arizona State and his PhD from

State. Dr. Larry H. Jones
been appointed to tl

position of assistant professor
the biology department. I
Jones comes here from a similar

position at Swarthmore Collegi

d holds a BS from Wofford
College and a PhD from thi

ersity of North Carolina

Chapel Hill.

John W. Woods
Birmingham has been elected to

place Dr. Richard B. Doss of

Houston as the chairman of the

Board of Regents. Mr. Woods is

1954 graduate of th<

University. He currently serve

president, chairman of th<

board and chief executive officer

of the Alabama Bancorporati

parent company of the First

National Bank of Birmingh;

state's largest bank, and
* dozen other banks and

financial corporations

Alabama.,

The Women's Interdorm
Council, which sponsors athletic

nd social events for worm
ie University, has elected

fficera for 1977-78. The
fficers are: Sal ley McAden

President; Janet Goodman
Secretary Rosemary Drake
Treasurer;' Jean Kinnett,

Women's House Coordinator:

Beth Royalty, Publi

Relations Officer. The WIC
composed of elected

presentatives from each of the

women's dorms, the French
House and the Spanish House,
The Council meets on Monday
nights at the Women's House,

The Bike Shop, located behind
the Buildings and Lands Office,

»w open. The hours are
an Monday and 1-4 pm

Tuesday through Friday.

Applications for Marshall

Scholarships are available from
Dr. Gilbert Gilchrist in Walsh

Ellet 207. Winners of the

scholarships, which
sponsored by the

Consulate-General, w
titled to study at a British

university next year. The
deadline for applications

October 22.

British

Two Sewanee Academy
niors are semifinalists in

National Merit Scholarship

Program. James Gillespie, son <

Dr. and Mrs. Guy T. Gillespi

of Jackson,Mississippi, and Eban
Goodstein, son of the Drs.

Marvin and Anita Goodstein of

Sewanee, are among the top

scorers in the state in th<

reliminary SAT National Men
Icholarship QualifyingTest.
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Interview: Ayers Describes New Policies, Plans
Editor's note: Managing Editor Bill Gilmer and News Editor Steve Lembesis

conducted the following interview with Acting Vice-Chancel Ior Robert Ayres. In

the interview, Mr. Ayres discusses his ideas about the Christian community,the

financial problems of the University, as well as other topics of student and faculty

concern.

PURPLE: The aspect of your Convocation Address which has probably stirred

the most discussion was your comments about a new Christian community at

Sewanee. What sort of steps would you take towards this goal? Would it be by

example, by discussion, or by other measures?

AYRES: I don't think anything I said at Convocation was anything that we don't

all of us know. I think we know what a Christian lifestyle is. I took the liberty of

reading what Paul said because in the version I was reading, it spoke pretty

distinctly and it said pretty clearly what it is. It's one where love and joy is the

real Christian gospel. I .think one thing that you've perhaps heard more than

anything else was the excessive drinking, the fornication-these things come out so

clearly in there. But there are also other things that I felt this community was

scarred by. In our relationships with one another, there is sometimes a lack of

concern for each other. There are jealousies on this Mountain, there are

intrigues. It seems to me that in a community, the life of the community will

change when the individual lives change and that gets back to be a personal

situation. If you and I live our lives like this, then things begin to happen on the

Mountain. They are not all going to happen at one time, but I think if each one of

us tries to live a life like this we can see tremendous things happen. I want to

raise up a consciousness here.

PURPLE: How do you raise that consciousness?

AYRES: That's a good question. I think we raise it in our conversations with one

another, sharing openly problems that we see when we see them. I think we talk

about some of these things in our gatherings, wherever we are. That's how they

get raised up.

PURPLE: As Vice Chancellor, how will you encourage such sharing, such

behavior from your associates and students? Will this be as when you talked with

the student body and faculty at Convocation, or do you have other specific ideas

in mind?

AYRES: I'll speak out whe

think the Lord has said to l

to step out and speak to him in love, but

the proper relationship. That's what He h

speak out on things that I feel

PURPLE: Let's try this another way. You obviously ha»

are very open about them. What sort of implications dc

policy?

AYRES: Well, I think that one of the things I said at Convocation was that as

I've studied the history of this place, I've found that this place was founded for

the purpose of providing Christian education and Christian lifestyle. I think that

our policies here, whatever they are, need to be formulated upon these kinds- of

principles. In all our policies there should be a great concern for what the

Christian response to problems should be, not the secular response. This wasn't

founded as a secular institution. We've got to be a notch above. We've got that

opportunity, we've got that responsibility. The thing that I have really wanted to

impart is that I really want us to be that way, and I feel that we are in so many
ways, but I think that when we're guilty of the things I mentioned at Convocation
then that's destructive to the community as a whole. And it's a wide range of

things, not just the drinking bouts. But it all deals with human relations: how we
respect the teachings of our Lord and our behavior. That's really it.

PURPLE: Several rumors have been floating around the campus that you've
brought with you several new policies. For instance-one may not tap a keg after

dark, fraternities may not sell liquor at their social events-would you care to
comment on this? Are these your policies?

AYRES: I'd be glad to comment. No, these are not my policies. I've never

thought of either one of those two things, they've never crossed my mind. I want

us to have a good time and to live the kind of life that we know is the Christian

kind of life. I'm not going to be dealing with matters like you've just discussed.

We have our rules and regulations and I think both the Dean of Men and Dean of

Women have the responsibility for carrying out these things. I'll support them

very strongly in their decisions concerning them. I'm not bringing here anything

new except a deep concern that I have for this place and my hopes that in the

year that I'm here all of us together can do the things that are going to be the best

"In all our policies there should be a great concern for what the

Christian response to problems should be, not the secular response.

This wasn't founded as a secular institution. We've got to be a notch
above. We've got that opportunity, we've got that responsibility."

\ I see things I think somebody has missed seeing. I

; that when a brother steps out of line He expects us

nth firmness, and bring him back into

is taught us. And I won't hesitate to

I feel are not right,

strongly held values and

s this have for University

for this University and at the same time to make our Ih

ought to

PURPLE: You mentioned "in the year that I'm here."

be considered as the permanent

AYRES: That's, a leading question and I don't know
here feeling that one year was the period of time it wo
to find a permanent Vice-Chancellor. I left an active bi

>es the kind of life that we

live.

Do you have any desire to

Vice - Chancellor?

how to answer it. I came

jld take for the University

jsiness career in Texas and

of course I've got my wife and daughther there this year while I'm away. I never

thought I'd be here as an acting Vice-Chancellor- That was beyond my
comprehension in the early stages and that's as far as I've gotten in my thinking.

Very honestly, that's as far as I 've gotten.

PURPLE: If we could, let's turn to financial matters. In your Convocation

address you said there was something we could all do to help with the

University's financial problems. You were a little vague about it. You did say that

you'd spoken to the faculty about it. What did you say to them?
AYRES: In the case of faculty, I want everyone who is involved with a budget to

re-examine that budget, to consider ways that they can trim it, to consider

ways that they can cut down on costs this year in whatever they're doing, Now
that's pretty specific. If they're not in charge of a budget, they're responsible to a

budget and each one of them needs to look at their own expenses and say to the

person who is responsible for their budget that they have found ways to cut down
what their expenses will be for this year.

PURPLE: What about students?

AYRES: As for students, I know one area that really concerns me and that's our

dormitories. I know that they're not what they should be and I know that our

renovations haven't always turned out to be all that they should be. But the

cost of building maintenance and building renovation is staggering. The Tucka-

way renovation is probably going to cost us $220,000. Now you know that's a

lot more money than that building cost when it was built. But just little things

in a dormitory - to have to replace a door or a window or a faucet or cut wall-

paper is a tremendous expense. So that's one thing I think students can do, try

to be as careful as they can in the dormitories with what they have.

PURPLE: Let's get back to the faculty for a moment. In the belt-tightening

measures that you evidently feel are necessary, can you foresee any personnel

cute in the faculty? Will there hi a freeze in new hiring?

AYRES: We haven't made any decisions on these matters yet. I've been here a

very short period of time. We're gathering together all the financial information

that is available to use as we study the steps that are going to be necessary to

accomplish the things we're trying to do. I know of no faculty cuts in the

"We're all part of the same body. This is a difficult thing to
makin9 at *i? time - WemaV want to look around and see, look over the faculty

communicate. We're all part of this whole body and if this arm's in
situation very carefu,| V. out we've made r

trouble out here, we can't neglect it-, we've got to minister to it because
that a smal,er faculty was desirable at this time, then possibly

it's part of us." would be the way we'd acco

to cut back on it. If we felt

natural attrition

accomplish this.

(cont. on p. 16)
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FEATURES
CONSERVATION HITS CAMPOS

Chris Stuart

Mike Edington

Three times a day, the

students of Sewanee are

assaulted by talking trees, cow's

udders, dancing cookies,

pleading buttons, (not to

mention the beans and tacos)

that are intended to make us

eat less and feel better. This

mass movement going on at

Gailor has to affect the students.

Already tensions run high as the

placards increase and the milk

supply dwindles.

"Conservation" has even

begun to invade the academic
departments. The English

department has okayed the

abolition of the letter "A" for

next year, reasoning that five

vowels are too much. After all,

there are people in India who
can't even write an "A". The
biology department has

submitted the idea that the

bottom third of non-comping
seniors be re-matriculated as

laboratory subjects, and the

psychology department has

stated that in the future, all

papers will be graded by rats

trained in lab.

The fraternity system has also

begun to show the effects.

Instead of rush week there will

be rush night, in which freshmen

will be led through frat houses

d at the end of the evening

will be asked to pledge on a basis

f three criteria; (1) who served

the least Hawaiian Punch and
n dip; (2) who could fit the

most people into one TV room;

3) the number of khakis per

brother.

The PURPLE has gotten into

the act by making a deal with

Gailor to cut up all back issues

to be used as napkins. The
PURPLE will, however, keep to

the ideal of responsible

journalism by reporting any

abnormal behavior following

repeated returns to "Wheeling

Will's Deli."

Where will it all end?
Eventually SAGA will

eliminate food altogether.

Students will soon be seeing

posters that say

,

"Save a tree, eat this poster,"

"If God doesn't need to eat,

why should you?", and
"Cookies cause cancer." Now,
we know you're saying that this

whole thing is ridiculous.

WEU. the proof is in the

PURPLE

»

We recently

intercepted a note between
SAGA and the director of Food
Services

:

To: Saga Food Service, main office

From Director of Food services.

University of the South
Re: Food and'

Guys! pixie and I have hit upon a

great plan which we believe will be a

perfect complement to the

poster, placard, and button nagging
•i«t«m nlreadv in effect here at

you know, the whole

plan was taken directly from many
examples iVe seen in my travels to

elementary schools, old age homes,
and institutions for the criminally

insane. The result will be this: the

students will get so nauseated that

they won't be able to eat. This will

>unts of food. Our

consumption will be down

with these results. (You know
I'm always thinking of ways to rock
the boat here!) Our next step w

good tastes. Some ideas: tl H:

matron sit at each table. She «
be a mother figure, reminding the

students to clean their plates,

(2) Remove tables and chairs. This

trees. (3) Get the anatomy labs to

perform dissections during dinner.

There's much more, but I u

trouble you with it now. Just

till we start grazing cattle on
carpets during luncht With these

ideas we will ultimately reduce
food consumption to zero, and then
the whole staff can go to Hi

: and kisses. Sac

SOC Charts Fall Outings

Dorm Matron: A Mom Away From Home
Jonathan Britten-

"The boys know it's there for

them, not for me," said Mrs. W.
D. Mask, offering a visitor a

piece of hard candy from a

bowl on her table. Mrs Mask is

matron at Tuckaway Hall, and
her friend Mrs. Rosaline Curry
recalls with a smile that "Mrs.

Mask and I were 'freshmen*

together."

Mrs. Mask and Mrs. Curry of

Courts Hall are both starting

their fourteenth years on the

Mountain. They and eleven

other ladies reside in the

University to provide students

with a home-like atmosphere.

At Johnson Hall Mrs. H. S.

Byrd remembers that when she

arrived on the Mountain, "I was
going to stay for a month- or

weeks. 1

matron for eight years now. And
Mrs. Mildred Moore, whom
many of her students call

'Momma", returned to Hodgson
Hall this year after a brief

retirment from thirteen years as

a matron. "I thought I was tired

of it, but I wasn't
."

Many of the matrons
remember the year when girls Tenm
first made their way up the
previously all-male mountain.
Mrs. Moore was matron at

Hoffman Hall when the boys
hanged a female in effigy. And
Mrs. Byrd, who arrived on the
Mountain about the same time
the girls did, remembers that
"the boys really gave them a

hard way to go. It was tough the
first two or three years.*' Mrs.
Curry owns several photographs

the first girls at Sewanee, who
were freshmen at Benedict

where she was matron. A native

of Georgia, Mrs. Curry used to

come to dances at an all-male

Sewanee with a boy who is now
a bishop.

Mrs. Kathryn Raulston,

matron at Elliott Hall, came to

Sewanee in 1965. A native of
been a

fraternity house-mother at the

University of Alabama and
Auburn University. Mrs. Jane

Brain at McCrady Hall, the

largest dormitory on the

Mountain, is also

Tennessean, and was;

house-mother at Olt

about five years before coming
to Sewanee. She has been a

matron for eight years, and has

(cont. on p. 14)

a native

l fraternity

Miss for

By Mary Hickert

Run four miles, swim one,

and canoe eight, without
stopping? If you can do that,

Sewanee Outing Club (SOC) has
just the trip for you . . . the

triathalon.

This year's triathalon will

take place in Wesser, N.C. and
is open to both individual and
team entrants. Team
Contestants will compete
September 24, each member of
the team doing one of the

three events. For the ambitious
and strong, individual

competition will be held the

following . day, when each
entrant will perform all three

feats. The SOC will be camping
in Wesser for the duration of the

tournament.
But if the triathalon doesn't

fill the fare for the impossible,

try the Tudor S. Long
Chattanooga Walk. On
November 5, the hikers will

leave Chattanooga and walk the

55 miles back to Sewanee.
The record holder for the third

annual walk is Dr. Hugh
Caldwell. Dr. Caldwell finished

first the past two years, running

the downward slopes and flats.

Other plans for the SOC's
fall term aren't as strenuous.

Ice-skating will be held twice

this term, September 23 and

November 8, at a rink in

Huntsville. The SOC rents the

rink for the evening ; it

will be Sewanee students only.

The cost will be a minimal $1.50

for transportation and $.50

skate rental. Sign-up sheets

will be at the information desk

in the Bishop's Common prior

to each trip.

Fall camping trips are

scheduled for October 13-16 and

October 22-23. On the first

of these camping trips, to be

held mid-semester weekend,
participants will have a chance

to backpack through Shining

Rock Wilderness. The party

weekend option will consist of

hiking, backpacking
canoeing n« Nantahala

Whitewater rafting will be

offered SeDtember 24.

Inexperienced rafters may join

this trip as well as two other

water runs, the Southern

Intercollegiate Canoe Races

October 1-2 and the Gentle

Fall Float October 26.

Thanksgiving weekend will host
the annual slalom Knockout
Race on the Nantahala for the

experienced paddler. Another
river trip for experienced

paddlers will be held December
3-4 on the Obed.
Two instruction courses will

be offered this fall, one in

Whitewater canoeing and
another in map and compass

instruction. Whitewater canoe
instruction will include a film,

some basic instruction on the
lake and two days on the

Hiwassee River. At the
completion of this training, each
entrant should be able to master
moderate Whitewater. Map and
compass instruction will be held

on the mountain.
Afternoon hikes will be held

October 1 during Parent's

weekend: November 6 to
Savage Gulf, a newly designated

state wilderness area; and
November 15 to Raven's Point

via Fiery Gizzard.

Bike rides will include the

Natchez Trace Century Run,
sponsored by the SOC, will

leave Sewanee for Cave National

Monument. Sag wagons will

patrol both routes to aid

anyone with bike trouble or
those who simply can't finish

the trip.

Bike rides will include the

Natchez Trace Century Run,
sponsored by the League of

American Wheelmen September

25. Another bike ride, this

one sponsored by the SOC, will

leave Sewanee for Cave National

Monument. Sag wagons will

patrol both routes to aid anyone

with bike trouble or those who
simply can't finish the trip.

Anyone wishing to borrow
equipment for any of these

trips or one of their own may
rent it from the supply room in

lower Gailor at no charge-

if the equipment is returned

undamaged and on time. The
supply room is open Monday
through Friday from 3:30 to

5:30 p.m.
Additional information

concerning any of the trips can

be obtained from Doug
Cameron, the director of special

student programs. His office

is located on the second floor

of the Bishop's Common.

THE
MONTEAGLE DINER

BILL AND VIRGINIA LOCKHART - MANAGERS

TUESDAY NIGHT - SPAGHETTI NIGHT

THURSDAY - STEAK NIGHT

STEAK FOR TWO - $6.00

TRY THE SALAD FROM OUR
FANTASTIC SALAD BAR

OPEN 6 AM -10 PM

SUNDAY BUFFET 11-7
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Jpic <£tU, or Joggcrel

This rather desperate attempt to revive the golden art of poetry in the student ™«P*^ °f

All places can only be attributed to the circulation of vile and vicious rumours within the

Sewanee academic community. These rumours hold a peculiar resemblance to togjefutatjort

that noble sixteenth century work, THE DEFENSE OF POESY, by the eloquent Sir Philip Sidney:

Now then go we to the most important imputations laid to the poor poets. For aught

I can yet learn, they are these. First, that there being many other more fruitful

knowledges, a man might better spend his time in them than in this. Secondly, that it is

the mother of lies. Thirdly, that it is the nurse of abuse, infecting us with many pestilent

desires, with a siren ['sj sweetness drawing the mind to the serpent's tale of sinful fancies-

and herein, especially, comedies give the largest field to ear (as Chaucer saith)-how both

in other nations and in ours, before poets did soften us, we were full of courage, given to

martial exercises, the pillars of manlike liberty, and not lulled asleep in shady idleness

with poets' pastimes. And lastly, and chiefly, they cry out with an open mouth, as if

they had overshot Robin Hood, that Plato banished them out of his Commonwealth.

Truly, this is much, if there be much truth in it.

I encourage each and every true lover of the golden art of the Muse to join en masse in one di-

vinely inspired, poetic voice to disperse these blasphemous falsehoods. Furthermore I entreat

every inspired bard and aspiring rhymester to drop their epic, ode, or doggerel, etc. (even that de-

generate, modern form, vers libre) into the SJ\0., box number 714, for pessihle publication in the

(Zeus forgive me that I have been reduced to such drastic means) SEWANEE PURPLE.

by Edgar Allan Poetaster

The graveyard has a mystery - unbottomed - Id the

•prin«:

(with purple myrtle and larkspur and yellow

buttercup,

a grey stone wall is the edge of

edging out the very business of extemporary

living.

There is an odd declining in the passing

through,

like the deep green boughs of the

hemlock

as under the arch you pass to a world declined t

slumber.

The vigorous ivy clings to the

inclined to a strange arising of perennlel

);

by Carlin Powers

of the springing

substance of

he has not felt

the tug of earth,

song of bumblebee.

Who can tell him

intoxication wild

of first spring buds

and dogwood lace.

he has not heard

the plash of melted snow

or whispers through firs.

For one born on hills

the sea's call unheard

is foreign, as to him

the rising sun on clear

by Maura McClure

Concert Series 'First Rate'

A TRIBUTE

Editor's Note: The American poet Robert Lowell died during the

night of Monday, September 12. The following is a tribute by

Dr. Douglas Paschall.

ROBERT LOWELL
1917-1977

If it is true that we tend to judge a poet, while he is alive, by

his worst poems, and once he is dead, by his best, then the

estimation of so prodigiously gifted a poet as Robert Lowell

must, in the course of things, go sharply up. In a career spanning

forty difficult years, Lowell doubtless wrote a good many poems
'which posterity will not greatly cherish. But to read through por-

tions of his seventeen books of verse is to become equally certain

that each volume contains work of a power and an inevitability

which distinguishes it from any of the poetry of his contempo-

Moreover, anyone who claims to value the poetry of his own

time must think himself lucky to have yet another book of

Lowell's poems, and one which can now be judged, not for what

he might or ought to have made it, but in strict gratitude for what

it is. In "Epilogue," a sort of poetic credo for DAY BY DAY, he

writes:

Sometimes everything I write

with the threadbare art of my eye

seems a snapshot,

lurid, rapid, grouped,

heightened from life,

yet paralyzed by fact

All's misalliance.

Yet why not say what happened?

Lowell knows, if anyone knows, precisely how nearly impossible

that is to say, and he remains humble before the work of a greater

master:

Pray for the grace of accuracy

Vermeer gave to the sun's illumination

stealing like the tide across a map
to his girl solid with yearning

We are poor passing facts,

warned by that to give

each figure in the photograph
his living name.

In "Shifting Colors," each "figure" in the landscape before him
seems almost to name, almost in fact to depict, itself as the
consoling eye takes it in:

Ducks splash deceptively like fish;

fish break water with the wings
of a bird to escape.

A hissing goose sways in stationary anger;
purple bluebells rise in ledges on the lake.

A single cuckoo gifted with a pregnant word
shifts like the sun from wood to wood.

The critic Helen Vendler has said that she sees the shade of
Horace behind this "newest and most imperial" mode, "compre-
hending the pains of age, loss, and experience, within a form
governed by intellectual mastery, a steady eye, and. a genius for

the natural affinities of words."
How few poets, when one thinks of it, have managed to

comprehend the pains of "age, loss, and experience;" and perhaps
even fewer have combined "intellectual mastery" with a "steady
eye." But the last, the rarest of all, is the "genius for the natural

affinities of words." Not even Lowell's sharpest detractors can
deny him that. In the short run,' those cruel years just after a
poet's death, it may not be enough to sustain a reputation. But
in the long run, we tend to value our poets for that gift above all

others. And Robert Lowell had it, and was prodigal with it, and I

for one am grateful for the poetry it so richly informs.

by Maura McClure

One of the best Concert Series

is being offered this year,

eries of its caliber may
not ever be possible again, from
an economic standpoint.
"The Series is first rate,

needless to say," commented
co-chairman Dr. Douglas
Paschall

.

' 'The program
combines variety with excellence
to an unusual degree. Our
intention is to line up a program
that will be more interesting to
students than programs have
been in the past."

The Series will open on
October 18, with the Silver

Medal Winner of the 5th Van
Clibum International

Quadrennial Piano Competition.
The prize for the Silver Medal
includes $6,000 in cash and a

concert tour paid by the Van
Clibum Foundation.
On October 28, a Shakespeare
company will stage a production
that is made possible with the
help of the Student Activity
Fee Committee and David
Landon. "The Shakespeare
Company is the best in the
country," said Dr. Thomas
Carlson, co-chairman of the

expert dealing

hundred years of

folksong from
through

with four

linstrelsy and
Shakespeare

today.

The Cleveland Quartet will

appear November 15. Individual

members of the quartet have

won awards, and the Quartet

is noted for its recording of

the complete Brahms Quartets.

Jazz Society pulls

Villithrough
the finest ragtime pianists in the
world. Max Morath, will appear
November 22. According to Dr.
Carlson , Morath is "it" in

ragtime jazz.
The Atlanta Boys Choir will

present a matinee performance
on Sunday, December 4. The
choir attends a school in Atlanta
formed for the express purpose
of perfecting its choir. Until
now the choir has only toured
Europe and recently held a

triumphant recital in Vienna.
Camerata , a 21 -member

ensemble, will perform January
31. The Camerata has produced
over 100 records and has

for

I Con ttee
Concert Series

inee Arts bring t

folk singer, guitarist,

George Britton

help

become fam
interpretations of R
and Baroque music. The group
is especially well-known for its

renditions of works by Mozart,
i The Camerata has toured
Europe and South America,
and performs regularly at the
Salzburg Festival. Dr. Carlson

ited that it is one of the

best chamber orchestras in the

On February 5, the

Chattanooga Opera will present

Donizetti's 'Don Pasquale' in a

matinee. "The opera is easily

accessible and delightful,"

remarked Dr. Paschall.

Boston-based Greenwood
Consort will perform English,

German, and Italian Renaissance
music March 2. Also in March
the Piedmont Chamber
Orchestra may appear if the

Series is able to finalize a

Tashi (Tibetan for good
fortune) is one of the best

quartets available. The quartet
will perform on April 19.

Known for its versatility in

adapting to any number of
players for a varied performance,
the group was nominated for a
"Grammy" for its recording of
Messiaen's Quartet for the End
of Time. Also scheduled for
release are its recordings of
Schubert, Beethoven,
Stravinsky, Brahms, and Mozart.
The diversity and quality of

this year's series is made possible
through an extra donation of
$2,500 from the Student
Activities Fee Committee.
Sewanee Arts has invested $400
in the Series, and it is hoped
that the Jazz Society will co
sponsor Max Morath
"There's not another series

around that can touch it," saic

Dr. Carlson. "The Series

presents excellence in both art

and the interpretation of the
and

best performers
The Series L

students, and
students- who

is possible.

The Concert Series Committee
Steve

attend these events as frequently

with the Schrader, Mr. Thad Lockard,
in the fields." Mr. Edward Camp, and Mr.
primarily for Frank Thomas. It is co-chaired

s free to all by Thomas Carlson and Douglas
irged to Paschall.

MONTEAGLE

FLORIST

MONTEAGLE, TENNESSEE

PHONE: 615/942-2320

NIGHTS AND HOLIDAYS

924-2321 OR 924-2511

MONTEAGLE
SUPERMARKET
Monteagie Dairy Queen

<J>



Entertainment Corner
Editor's Note: The PURPLE hopes to provide in each issue
comprehensive list of concerts, lectures, and films in the art

which might be of interest to students. Due to "first-issue" pr

blems, this week's list is not complete, but may offer some vie

of what to do in the area through September.

Area Concerts

Nashville: September 22-Lynn Anderson Special, (taping)
Grande Ole Opry

September 24-Heart, Fairgrounds, Grand Stand

Atlanta: September 20-21-Jimmy Buffet and Jesse Winchester,
Fox Theater

September 29-Heart, Savannah Civic Center

Sewanee Films

Monday, September 26: Independent Filmmaking; Short Filn
from the Personal Cinema. Blackma
Auditorium. Programs at 4:00 an
90 minutes. Open to public.
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Staff Photo by Paul Cooper

SCHOLARSHIPS
Fulbright Scholarships

available for graduate studies

abroad. These scholarships are

especially given for graduate

studies in Germany and France.

More information and applica
tions may be obtained from Dr
Gilchrist. The deadline is

October 15.

Artistic Patterns: Worden Day
by Rebecca Pierce

"I have found that my life

goes through patterns,"

explained Ms. Worden Day. That
is why she is now in Sewanee.
One of the recurring situations
in her life has been that of
visiting artist. Formerly a

Film "Omega" to be shown oct. 3

painter and printer, Ms. Day,
since 1960, has been a
sculptress. She is replacing Tom
Frasier, who is now on
sabbatical for a semester.

Ms. Day teaches two wood
sculpture courses, American Art
History, and Art Theory and
Appreciation.

Born in Ohio, Ms. Day has
lived throughout the United
States and has traveled through
North Africa, Greece, Italy, and
France. She has studied,
worked, and socialized with
great artists such as Maurice
Sterne, George Grosz, Hans Hof-
man, Jean Chariot, Emilio
Amero, and Chegall Masson.
She has taught at seven
universities and has received over
half a dozen fellowships. Her
works have been exhibited at

such places as the Virginia Mu-
seum of Fine Arts, Pearls Gal-

lery in New York, and the
Smithsonian Institute. After all

of this , she says, "I've been
lucky."

She writes in her resume, "It

was my good Karma to have in-

carnated in a rather off-beat
family that not only encouraged
me (in their "zanie" way) to
draw and paint, but also

generously financed years of

study in various studio schools

subsequent to college."

Ms. Day candidly relates

how, at the age of eight, after

visiting nearby Concoran, Freer

and Philips Galleries in Washing-
ton, D.C., she knew that she
would be an artist. Since then
her life has "followed patterns"

and neatly unfolded to offer ex-

citement and opportunity many
artists only dream of having.

Upon graduation from Ran-
dolph Macon Women's College
in Lynchburg, Virginia, she ad-

vanced to the studio of Sterne
and Grosz in New York City,

which was then a world art

center. She spent several years
studying painting and printing

with Sterne, Grosz, Chariot, »m\

Honorary Degrees Awarded to Outstanding People

Every year a few people
manage to get degrees from
Sewanee without the attendant
agonies of comps, P.E., Library
Science requirements, and coat
and tie. These people have
accomplished a great deal more
than this, however, and their

possession of Sewanee degrees
is a tribute to them -and to the

University's support of culture

in all its aspects.

Throughout the 119-year

history of the University of the

South, Honorary Degrees have
been awarded by the University

to outstanding contribuorc in

the fields of religion, science,

civil law, music, literature,

and art.

Dr. Thomas Carlson,

professor of English, is chairman

of the faculty committee
deciding Honorary Degrees. All

new degree recipients must be

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING ~ DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY

CREATIVE GIFTS

HIGHLAND
RIM

BOUTIQUE
NEXT DOOR TO SMOKEHOUSE RESTAURANT

U.S. HIGHWAY 64

MONTE AGLE, TENNESSEE 37356

PHONE 924-2267

approved by the committee,

faculty and the Board of

Regents. Each new degree

recipient receives an Honorary
PhD. from the University.

Founder's Day (October 10) and
Commencement Day have been
the traditional occasions for

recognition of new Honorary
Degree recipients.

With the assistance of Mrs.

Edith Whitesell, archives

assistant, it was possible to trace

the accomplishments of several

of the more prominent
recipients.

The Right Reverend Charles

Todd Quintard received one of

the first Honorary Degrees in

1878. Serving as the first Vice-

Chancellor, from 1867-1872. he
was recognized for his services to

the Church. The Bishop was
also an instructor in the medical
school of the University of
Tennessee.

The Right Reverend
Thomas Frank Gailor, for whom
the college cafeteria is named
served as the eighth University

Chancellor and received an

Honorary Degree in 1893.

Selecting the University, to

be heir to many of his late major

works, Johannes Adam Oertel

was commended in 1899 for his

art work. His religious painting,

"Rock of Ages," has reputedly

been reproduced more than any
other painting in modern times.

In 1907, William Porcher
DuBose, a University Chaplain
and professor, was honored for

(cont. on p. 13)

She writes, "I knew immediately
that I had found what I had

been looking Per."

In the League she met and
grew close to the kind of serious

art students she'd longed to

know. About this life she

writes, "Each of us had our own
studio and came together'to pre-

pare and have dinner and spend
the evenings reading poetry, (at-

tending) Hofmann Lectures,

taking walks, and above all

looking at one another's painting

of the day." By this time she

was well into the exhibiting

World War II separated the

Art Students League. While
several of her friends married,

moved to military bases, or were
drafted, Ms. Day was securely
settled in a studio on top of the
Women's Club of Richmond,
Virginia.

Her work with the Virginia

Museum led her to her first

teach ing position at Virginia

Commonwealth University

(V.C.U .), also in Richmond. She
explains that this event was very

fortuitous, as it prepared her for

future teaching jobs. Playfully,

she tells a tale of a painting
student who, as a joke, painted
what he imagined her to look
like naked. It took her a few
minutes to recognize herself, she
says, but fihp continued the cri-

tique undaunted.

Virginia Commonwealth was
followed by more teaching jobs,

fellowships, and exhibits. Still,

.she always returned to New
York City, which had become
pi'pn more exciting as many
renowied European artiste had
meed th^re due to World War
IT

The Cedar Tree Bar was the

night spot for New York's

artists. As a result of being there

at the right time Ms. Day landed

a three year position at the Uni-

versity of Wyoming. She had
been looking for positions in the

West.

It wasn't until 1950 when
Ms. Day studied welding with

Ibram Lassaw that she even be-

gan building foundations for her

work as a sculptress. The reason

it took her so long to "find" her

(cont. on p. 9)

Tuckaway
(cont. from p. 2)

'< id about the television.

Quite a few complaints were

made about the closets. Dean
Seiters said many closet

problems were due to the com-
munications problems with the

architect.

Dean Seiters accredited no
opening windows in the old sun-

room to "extremely poor

planning." The sunroom
windows did not open before

the renovation, "but they

should have been made to do so
when the dorm was renovated,"

according to the Dean. This

year a dorm room was put in the

place of the old sunroom and
there is no ventilation. "Some
ventilation has to be provided,"
said the Dean.

The fire hoses leaked when
being checked by the fire depart-
ment. Dean Seiters said that

they had been sealed into the

wall because the architect had
said that they would "never

need maintenance." Dean Sei-

ters did not know the hoses

leaked.

One bathroom was re-worked

while three new ones were

added. New sinks were installed

and the hot water heater was re-

placed. No change was made in

the heating system. A basement
kitchen was added and the left

side of the basement was re-done

completely.
Wall paper and trim were

added. New sinks were installed

added. The ceiling was sprayed
with an acoustical, covering sub-

stance. Because of fire codes,

partitions were built to close off

the stairwells and all doors were

replaced with fire-resistant ones,

which also added to the
reduction of noise. There was
also complete rewiring.
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AT WITT'S END
I think it proper that this virgin, neoteric editor christen his

column with a few words previewing the intentions and

modifications proposed for the PURPLE this semester. Our

ambitions are running high in the office at this point because of

the talent accumulated fnr this journalistic effort, and also

because it's mighty early in the semester as of yet. Hunting

season for young, plump, aspiring ideals doesn't open for another

two weeks or so.

The first point of our understanding of student journalism at

Sewanee is one in which we face reality in a mature but humbled

manner. The PURPLE is an extracurricular activity engaged in

by a handful of amatuer journalists from the student body of

a small liberal arts college. These people are primarily students

involved in classroom attendance, textbooks, term papers,

sometimes fraternities and other social organizations, and

often times in eating and sleeping. These reasons combined with

monetary restraints (i.e. the technical costs of publishing the

paper) have kept the PURPLE at a circulation rate of, at best,

once a week. What this all means is that in an effort to present

genuinely 'revealing news' to the campus (instead of ancient

history), the PURPLE has at times reverted to 'cloak and dagger'

tactics. I think we have all at some time or another witnessed the

tight-lipped, highly agitated, blue-in-the-face PURPLE writer

who guards the secretive contents of the upcoming issue as if

it were potentially dangerous material if it happened to fall into

the wrong hands. The common occurence for these frustrated

reporters has been their infuriation upon hearing very elaborate

rumours bearing much the same content as their highly-prized

'news articles' (which take four or five days longer to appear on

campus in the PURPLE).

We believe that this hide-and-seek,'newspaperish' approacn to

journalism in the PURPLE greatly reduces the scope and viability

of its coverage. Much too often 'news' is created or seduced into

existence by cheap tactics, such as the concoction or artificial

controversy by irresponsible reporters and editors who seem

content with a quality of reporting comparable to that found on

'hirst bathroom walls

We intend to place the PURPLE on a different format -

something we've termed a 'news-journal.' What this means is

that we propose to relate news and issues with emphasis placed

on research and investigation for more informative coverage and

not so much for the sake of shallow entertainment. I personally

enjoy a genuinely controversial item as much as the next guy,

but I do demand that a thorough understanding of the situation

be secured to substantiate our presentation of the matter to the

student body and community at large.

I have always enjoyed opinion when I have run across it at

Sewanee and I anticipate an expansion of its appearance in the

editorial pages by petitioning guest editorials from those students

and faculty members at the University who have something

to say about relevant issues or traditional topics of discussion.

For example, this issue includes a pro- and con- stand taken by

two students on the very controversial matter of the Panama
Canal treaty which is presently before the U.S. Senate. I hope
that this will be the first in a series of expressed viewpoints

appearing in the PURPLE this semester.

It is also hoped that features will play a more important role in

the PURPLE's 1

format as a source of entertainment and as

representative of student talent, activities, and interests in the
Sewanee community.

In order to accomplish these aims of format improvement,
publication dates will be expanded to every ten days instead of
the weekly intervals (which means approximately the same
number of issues per semester). We believe this bit of extra time
between publications will allow more time for reader response to
published material (letters to the editor, etc.), for extending
deadline periods so that articles can be better researched, for a
more thorough reviewing of copy by the area editors, and finally
for the development of more innovative approaches to lay-out.

I would like to close by describing the methods we'll use to keep
our heads above water when speaking of such high hopes and
ambitions for this semester. The staff decided that it would be

(cont. on p. 9)

SITING TOOTH CO/MX presents..

"ST-

Psychology and Religion

subject

AND

Robert W. Lundin

Most psychologists have
avoided writing about religion

probably because of their

indifference to the subject or the
inevitable controversies that
arise to which there do not seem
to be any clear resolutions. Of
course, there are a few notable
exceptions. Sigmund Freud
wrote rather negatively on the
subject in his book, THE
FUTURE OF AN ILLUSION.
On the more positive side, Carl
Jung, a one time disciple of
Freud's and the son of a
Protestant minister,
extensively on the
particularly in his

PSYCHOLOGY
RELIGION. Part of hi:

was the development of the
personality from a purely
biological individual to a
spiritual one which could take
place, if conditions were
right, sometime between the
ages of 35 to 40. In recent years
there has been a revival of
interest in Jung's theories
particularly among students of
theology. Recently another
force on the psychological scene
is gaining momentum, namely,
humanistic psychology. Some
personality theorists consider
this movement a kind of religion
in itself.

I am neither a humanist nor a
psychoanalyst but a behavioral
psychologist concerned with
studying the objective behavior
of living organisms, in this case,
of course, man. Is there any
common ground that objective
psychology can share with
religious concepts? Since we are
concerned with religious
behavior, concepts of spirit or
soul are ruled out. We concern
ourselves with events which
occur in a natural world of
reality.

Of particular concern to my
brand of psychology is the
control of behavior. Particularly,
in the past the Church has acted
as a strong agency of control in
our society. It still tries today. It
has offered the rewards of

heaven and the punishments of
hell depending on one's conduct
in this earthly realm. When man
was less sophisticated that kind
of control worked quite well,

but for rewards and punishments
to be most effective they must
immediately follow the act.

Such contingencies so far in the

future may have little or no
effect on our present behavior.

Furthermore, B. F. Skinner, the

eminent behaviorist, has
suggested that nobody so far has
given us any very realistic

description of what heaven
might be like.

For some, one common
ground between Christianity and
psychology is that they are both
deterministic. From the point of
view of a behavioristic
psychology, this determinism is

absolute. B. F. Skinner has
stated it this way. "When all

relevant variables have been
arranged, an organism will or
will not respond. If it does not,
it can not. If it can, it will."
The basic difference between
this kind of psychology and
religion is what does the
determining? For the
psychologist, it is the
environment, either present or
past. In religion, I presume, it is

Divine Providence or whatever
term one may wish to apply as
the cause. A friend of mine who
is a minister of the Church of
Scotland has suggested to me
that God determines what
happens before and after and
man determines his earthly
existence.

As I mentioned earlier, very
crucial to control are rewards
(today more commonly called
reinforcements). The whole
notion in modern psychology is

reinforcement in going to church

and worshiping, this behavior
should be maintained or
increased. If going to church is

punishing, one will stay away.
We may ask what does the
Church offer in terms of positive
reinforcements? If you like

church suppers or doughnuts
and coffee before Sunday
School, these are primary
positive reinforcements. To be
more serious, here in Sewanee
we have a chapel- which many
consider to have great

architectural and artistic value.

Besides visual reinforcements,
some people are reinforced by
the music. Of course, lousy
hymns don't help. I like incense
because it appeals to my sense of
smell. There is an elegant litergy

which has much literary value,
although I must confess I feel

that some of the revisors of the
Book of Common Prayer are
doing a good job to botch that
up. A good sermon an also lead
one to worship On the
punishing side, the ermons can
be endlessly long and boring
or the services may be

interminable so one might need
a cushion to sit on. One of our
Bishops has said to
the eight o'clock service. "It is

short and sweet."

whichthat reinforcements
follow given acts strengthen
them, thus increasing the
probability that they will occur
again in the near future.
Punishments, on the other hand,
weaken behavior, at least
temporarily. Thus, if there is

Actually, the Episcopal
Church can be on the side of the

psychological angels in the

number of positive

reinforcements it can offer. One
should not speak of "putting
on a good show", but we can
speak of things that have high
cultural value, that are all good
and fine.

There is one question to
which I do not have an answer,
most likely because the
variables (causes) are so complex
that they defy any objective
analysis. Thus, one can only be
led to conjecture. Why is it that
in a population in this country
which continues to grow the
Church continues to lose
membership?
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Through a Glass, Darkly
Juengst took a long gander at those

golden eggs you dropped in the

grunt of introduction treasurer
'
s offlce

> because
they're down the drain now.

The Sewanee Myth. Over a

century and it stands as it did

J under Leonidas himself. We all

- know the myth-most

Sewanee
of

permeated with a the end from Borneo totem students, faculty and
L'lvHsiuui moral worship to ^Episcopalianism? community, who continually

before the nitty-gritty. As long

as it lasts, this column will be
one of hopeless pessimism,
horrible generalizati

nasty implications, j

commitment to the unfortunates How about all those jaunts to and blindly play out the old
that live around its feet. Nashville and Atlanta for the old stories. There are people
Everyone that goes to Sewanee opera or ballet? And the days here who do sip sherry with
falls in love with the place and V<

J
U sPend >n Tracy City doctors of philosophy, who do

returns to it throughout h fling themselves with cheerful

the Mountain through
mud-colored glasses. By
comparison, the real Sewanee
may seem a nice place to visit.

learned it before we got up here-
lifetime. Sewanee has the rugged ,.

'"" ' ,' f
B
,

'
U,

,°,
U
*I'' ,

that 8"sto into every organization as

mountains .ooming on the one ^Xe^^c'S 7* » ** **»^ «•
hand, and the great cultural v<,rifi^tio„ Th» ff._ m..,k friendly to everyone, but,"' "' '"' "M,at

" " "ld - »d the ^ cult^ veTf^tion^Tne Sewane/C* "T* X v °
-,-,..~i 1 —uu (_: i ... ..

"jcmancc j*" , nnfnrtunntolif

attracting

But I doubt it

The Sewanee Myth--An Intro
So you came to Sewanee, institution

huh? Between all those schools fantastically diverse populati
you chose the Mountain. I'm of mature, confident students to
afraid you were conned, the shade of its ivy. Students
Hornswoggled. Bushwhacked, in whom good citizenship and
Taken. You fell for the old jolly southern rowdiness are at
Yess, they work awfully hard, one with each other; who mix so

but they play hard too," line, readily with the beaming faculty
that the blend is

you. centers (reached with frivolous like "others
~
symbolize" Weak

unfortunatcly. nave "o time for

In the beginning was the ease) of Nashville and and values beyond its own
anyone at the moment. There

Mountain. Then there was light, Chattanooga on the other, particular form--the ideals that
ar

f
people UD hcre who actually

for Sewanee was built. An Above all, Sewanee holds closest make up the identity of a group ?*"nlt that si8nifican t artistic and

The Our-special-little mountain
community bit. The "Sewanee's
not for everyone," rigamarole.
Maybe a vague reference to a
vaguer endorsement by
PLAYBOY magazine helped in
your seduction. Or was it simple
snob appeal? In any case, you

to its heart the self respect of people. The old "Sewanee intellectual activity reverberates

manifest in its Honor Code, and Experience" balderdash doesn't through Sewanee. They sit in

it isn't above dropping a little have to be factual; it's only a Shenanigans with cocked
trow now and again, either, signpost, a symbol, that points eyebrows, gazing meaningfully

You know the story. And to the transcendent spirit of the, through their cold cider to their

you know it just isn't true. In
pla"' Earth Shoes below. There are

how many of your professors' „-m 1,1. t„ k.,,^?
S
?' people up here who actually

, ,

J
,. , ., ,

we d like to have transcending .v,;_i, n, Qf c„ ,homes have you casually whiled us i
I mean tne whole ideal is ? Sewanee s name is

indistinguishable. The end of away the evenings, tapping your permeated ' with an ethical S'"^-'.^.'?- *T^ °tflCe at

this mixture is an incredible charred old briar on the sole of structure that would have had ™, ™.j They
.

stand

intellectual ferment that your Topsiders between insights Gomorrah snickering under the !"
.

w
.

'orders, grinning

provokes such thought, such mto Bentham? How many hours brimstone. For exampl
growth, such change, that the have you spent quietly but same people who dress to th
students graduate into captains earnestly arguing with one of hilt, out of respect fo

Sewanee's many diverse themselves and their teachers
of steel industries known for

Goosed, and I hope you their glib cocktail conversations. cKctara, winningTim

LETTERS
FC

SAGA

members and all University stu- The most ironic thing about
dents will support this resolution the placards and signs filling the
adopted by campus fraternity dining hall is that many of them
leaders. bear slogans asking patrons to

Sincerely, use restraint in taking paper
The Inter-Fraternity napkins, in order to conserve

Council paper, and, ultimately, trees. I

am curious about the amount of
wood pulp that went into the
making of the (unrecycled)
paper signs. Furthermore, at
dinner on the same day, one of
SAGA's "innovative" picnics,
sandwiches were served on

XL^oMbitinr^ ^p=:urg^ „—r^Sf 3K£
display of alcoholic beverages, students to "Participate

regular meeting on Wed- 5.^
m
5!
U."ic

J
ate;"

. ..j 1*1"'"'* napki

Dear Editor:
We would like to use this

forum to inform the students at
the University and the residents
of our community that the
Inter-Fraternity Council, which
is made up of the presidents and
one other representative of the To the Editor
eleven national fraternities at
Sewanee, has gone on record in

The elaborate bulletin, "Your
upport of the University Food Service Program," issued

Communicate. 1

nesday, September 7," the IFC participated, I am ready

passed the following resolution: to communicate. Arriving at

lunch last Sunday, students

giver disposable utensils.

Havinff PaPer CUPS .
and oversized paper

*2 h°— TH"*!L2*" S! tagj-y. on the go,f

The tragedy in these lives is

that, as they are incorporated
into the Myth, they must lose
any real substance they once

r«..«H
P

? ^^ ,J°°
d had. They become the characters

ST* R A* '^ (J0U3
;
they set out to portray, and loseSouthern Rowdiness I guess. ) themseives / SU.5E!

The "Gentlemen" who study so
seriously all week are supposed
to reduce themselves to sodden
fools at the first hint of a

weekend. The same students
who deftly entertain their for they have
professors in the afternoon, are essences to the Myth. They
to be found roaming around in literally nothing outside of
their boxers at night. Sewanee.

But that's not the worst of So much for an introduction
it. What is really sad is that so to Sewanee and its spiritual
many people not only believe framework. It doesn't matter
the myth as fact, they try to much, really, since it'll be
live the myth! They not only bankrupt within the year. In
believe that gods cavort on fact, perhaps in closing we
Mount Olympus, they come to should pray-as we have been
the Mountain and pretend to taught to pray-for a never
live as one of those gods! There ending
are people here, among the benefactors

themselves. A disturbing,
Shakespearean fate.. That, of
course, is why they return, year
after year after year after year.
They have no meaning, no

istence beyond the Mountain,
"ficed their

with gaily colored
Whereas: State law prohibits bearing clever

the consumption of alcohol-
ic beverages in public; and

One of the signs informs
Gailor patrons that a study on

found the dining hall decorated """? CO"'ro1
; 1

p
,

re,u
1

m'be'y {o<

win, ».!!., „„i j _i j. the benefit of the student, will

Worden Day

Whereas

football

events;

Intercollegiate

games are public

continue in several forms for the
next six weeks. Perhaps next
week, in creative anticipation of
our nutritional needs, and in

the true spirit of ecological
recycling, we can look forward
to eating an innovatively

r* prepared meal of "Take What
De V™.'11 C~* C_l 1171.-1 V---You'll Eat What You

FIRE DEPT.

placards

slogans,
encouraging the student to do
his or her best to eliminate
food and paper waste. (These
placards were not unlike those
found in elementary schools
throughout the country -I

almost expected
admonished to eat something _ , ., .

from all four categories of food
Take Slgns!

and to brush my teeth upon
returning to my dormitory.) *

The obvious answer to any
problems of wasting food would
seem to be an improvement in

the quality of the food served

,._ _ _„ at Gailor. (If you have actually Dear Editor:
serve and abide by this reg-

re?"* vour SAGA bulletin, you Johnson Hall would like to
ulation at football games mi^ht

}
ec^ 1 that the student thank the Sewanee Fire

and other public events.
j?
^P»>rmsed, among other things, Department for all efforts
the right to have pride in exhibited at the recent false

buying, owning, and aiarm . At approximately 5:25
consuming" as well as "creative am on Fridayi September 9, the

that fraternity^ ^ «- department responded to a
' call that proved to be a false

alarm. I must commend all the
firemen for such a prompt
arrival. Their search through the
dorm was quick and efficient,

for they immediately
determined a malfunction of the
alarm system to be the cause of

wise to begin the semester a lighter shade of green by holding a the sudden alarm.

series of workshops designed to orient writers and technicians to Sewanee is gifted with a fine

... ^ , . .* . . .. _, ,, fire department, one that is

a preliminary concept of student journalism. These efforts were always ready to serve the needs

coordinated by faculty members and student editors who worked of tne community. I want to

together to formulate effective crash courses for upgrading ^h m easet^po^^towhltl
journalism in the PURPLE. All in all, the activities going on in know was a great

the PURPLE office these past three weeks may be the closest
to " those involv«i. Joh

.. . . . ,. M. . . ,- „.. lL 4 it . . . , ,
Hall is very proud J

thing to journalistic instruction that this school has entertained has such adm jrabie

in quite some time. We sincerely hope that the result will be a on the Sewanee

more respectable foundation for student journalism at Sewanee Department,

and invite active participation as well as constructive criticism in Sarah jacks0n proctor
our efforts this semester. Johnson

Be It Resolved That: The
%

Inter-Fraternity Council
urges the mem bers of its

eleven fraterniti*

(cont. from p. 7)

medium, she says, is a long
story. She did say that many
American sculptors began as

painters..

Ms. Day now lives and has

her studio about twenty miles

from New York City in Mont-
clair, New Jersey. Montclair is

in the foothills of the Appala-
chians, and she enjoys the

beauty and solitude of the
mountains along with the

convenience of nearby New
York. She finds Sewanee par-

ticularly isolated, as it lacks a

nearby metropolitan area.

Ms. Day expressed concern

about the lack of women's study

at Sewanee. She thinks that

interested women in Sewanee
should form study groups to

learn about the history of

Upon seeing my interest in

how she happened to be so
"lucky" with regard to fellow-
ships, exhibits, and opportuni-
ties, Ms. Day offered to speak to
students about finding opportu-

Ms. Day's motivation or
inspiration for any particular

work comes from within herself.

She calls herself a "very
religious" person seeking
spiritual identity and self-aware-

ness. She concludes her resume,
"The challenge of art, as all of
life itself, is never ending, blend-

ing some anxiety with the ex-

citement of exploring a new

territory. My map is clearly

marked and planned in my own
mind, however, but one which I

cannot reveal to anyone else."

AT WITT'S END
(cont. from p. 8)
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FIRING LINE: The Panama Canal

Panama Canal Treaty: Pro

Steve Lembesis

The new Panama Canal treaties recently signed by President Carter and Gen-

eral Torrijos, the Panamanian head of state, could finally mark the beginning of

a U. S. "Good Neighbor Policy" towards its sister countries in Latin America.

The two documents, which provide for gradual Panamanian control and

operation of the canal, culminating in the year 2000, as well as the permanent

neutrality of the canal, are sensible, fair, and long overdue agreements.

For those of us who take the ideals upon which the United States was

founded as directives for action rather than mere rhetoric, the shady

circumstances by which we acquired the Panama Canal have hardly been a

source of national pride. Put quite simply, when the Colombian government

resisted our efforts to build a canal through their country, we encouraged a

rebellion which resulted in the formation of Panama. The grateful generals who

led the revolt, and therefore rose to power, responded, with a quid pro quid in

the form of permission for the U.S. to build and operate a canal which ran

through the newly formed nation. Clever, but hardly the laurels upon which a

nation should want to rest.

Panama Canal Treaty: Con

Finally, after nearly three-quarters of a century with this imperialistic

albatross hanging around our collective neck, the US and Panama have reached

an agreement which protects the legitimate interests of both countries. Panama

will at last be able to reap the full benefits of one of its most important

resources and the US is guaranteed unimpeded passage through the canal in addi-

tion to the right to defend its neutrality.

It seems reasonable enough, does it not? Well net so, according to those 19th

century gentlemen who are the spokesmen for the American right wing— Ronald

Reagen, Sen. Jessie Helms (R.-NC) and Sen. Strom Thurmond (R.-SC). These

men seem willing to take us to the bunk of war and right into the thick of it

over a canal which has only negligible economic and military value for our

country. We're talking about a canal in a country miles and miles away which

cannot accomodate our aircraft carriers or supertankers and which, according to

the hawkish Joint Chiefs of Staff, is of little strategic value, is easy to sabotage,

and is generally indefensible. But to hear Reagen and Co. talk you would think

that we'd just made a unilateral move to dismantle our Army, Navy, and Air

Force.

Perhaps Reagen, Helms, Thurmond and persons of their like are motivated

by a false sense of pride and patriotism. Maybe they're suffering from sadistic

fantasies of TR beating Latin Americans into submission with his "Big Stick"

and thus long for those days of old. Whatever their real motive is, it comes out

as bigotry in their insinuations that the Panamanians can't operate the canal

properly, as insecurity in the idea that a superpower such as the US will be

seriously weakened by the cession of a canal with little utility, and as gross and

most unbecoming jingoism in their latest slogan: 'There is no Panama Canal.

There is an American Canal at Panama. Don't i Jt President Carter give it away."

This little ditty of the opponents of the new treaties tells us something about

the state of conservative leadership in this country: Dthey thrive on appealing

to people's fears rather than their hopes or interests and 2) they use prepositions

poorly since the canal is not at Panama, it is, without question, in Panama.

Amazingly enough it is Reagen, who stumbled inadvertently upon the

Panama Canal issue in the New Hampshire primary and almost parlayed it with-

out shame into the Republican nomination for President, who has posed one of

the better questions in this increasingly silly debate. Speaking of the treaties,

Reagen asked: "What does this say to our allies around the world about our
leadership intentions, our international role, about our own view of our national

defense capacity? Well, Mr. Reagen, it says to our allies that we are a mature
and reasonable nation these days, that we're confident enough to shun our role

as the big bully. Or, as President Carter said at the signing of the treaties be-

fore 27 representatives of nations in the Western Hemisphere, "(The treatiesl

mark the commitment of the United States to the belief that fairness, not force,

should lie at the heart of our dealings with the nations of the world."

And now the ball is in the court of the United States Senate, where the

treaties must be ratified by two-thirds of the membership before they go into

effect. So far the signs are not good. Many Senators seem to be buckling under

to public opinion polls which show that right now a majority of Americans do
not favor the new treaties. Let us hope that in this one rare instance 67 senators

will be forthright and courageous enough to lead, .rather than follow, opinion.

If that is not the case, dark days lie ahead in our relations with Latin America
and other developing countries throughout the world. For once let us hope that

common sense and simple justice will replace expediency as the guiding light in

the United States Senate.

Editor's note: The 'FIRING LINE' will be appearing regularly

in the editorial pages of the PURPLE this semester. Its purpose
is to present pro and con views on nationally or locally based
issues of import. This column is open to those students and
faculty members who desire to express an opinion on an issue

that particutarly attracts their interest. Interested persons should Ruth Laiale
contact the editor with a written statement of intention.

Of President Carter's two newly proposed Panama Canal treaties, on concerns

operations and defense of the canal, the other its permanent neutrality. The

operations and defense treaty essentially provides that (1) The US will retain

control of the canal until noon, December 31, 1999, at which time the Republic

of Panama receives full responsibility of the canal. (2) After this transfer of

control, the US will have the permanent right to share the responsibility of

defense of the canal. Should its safety be threatened after the year 2000 the US

has the right to intervene with military force. (3) Six months after ratification

of the treaty the ten mile Canal Zone, presently US-governed, will be turned

over to Panama, excepting land, water, and installations necessary to US

operation and defense of the canal. (4) In contrast to the Panama Canal Treaty

of 1903 which gave to the US "in perpetuity"all powers over the canal that it

would possess "if it were the sovereign of the territory ... to the entire

exclusion of the exercise by the Republic of Panama of any such sovereign

rights," the US acknowledges Panama's sovereignty over the Canal Zone.

In the treaty establishing permanent neutrality, the two nations promise to

maintain permanent neutrality in the canal area; allow peaceful transit through

the canal at all times of merchant and naval vessels of all nations as well as

allowing American and Panamanian warships to go through the canal in war and

peace.

Under still another agreement, the US is to provide Panama with close to 350

million dollars worth of economic and military aid in the next few years, as well

as increase the 2.3 million dollars a year we now pay for the use of the canal to

approximately 60 million dollars a year.

That the US bought, paid for, and built the Panama Canal is quite clear from

the Treaty of 1903. Assuming for the moment that it would be a wise and

wonderful thing for Panama to own and operate the canal, I can see the point in

wanting to sell the Panamanians an American piece of property which is situated

in the Republic of Panama. What I find insufferable in Carter's Panamanian

proposal is that we would not only be giving them the canal and canal zone

(which has certainly been improved with American money since 1903) but an

additional 58 million dollars a year in "rent" as well as hundreds of millions of

dollars ineconomicand military aid. I daresay a proposal to pay the descendents

of the American Indians (who sold Long Island for $23.00) a hundred thousand

dollars as "reparations" for getting what has turned out to be the bad end of a

deal would fall on deaf congressional ears. The suggestion that we pay the

Panamanians millions of dollars in reparations, euphemized as economic and

military aid is especially absurd.

Defense of the canal is another "hot issue." Some argue that the canal is

indefensible which is interesting considering the large part of the proposed treaty

deals with the defense of an "indefensible canal."

One proposed treaty includes a pledge to honor the neutrality of the canal.

But let's be realistic; the government of the "Republic" of Panama is not a stable

one. On the contrary, past history of the country would seem to indicate that

the government is subject to fast, radical changes. The canal issue has always

been a campaign ploy in which the nation's potential leaders have appealed to

the nationalism of the people -- a national pride to which they are entitled. We
can look at our own country's national elections and see that policies arising

from campaigns are often impractical. Seldom does a new President enjoy being

ne 'd to his pre-election statements.

In Panama, this problem is aggravated by the extreme volatility of a

dictatorship. Should General Torrijo's government fall, can future leaders be
relied upon to hold to his promises?The Panamanian economy depends to a high

degree upon revenues from the canal - revenues which are now given to them by
the United States, while we absorb the huge losses. It might seem advantageous
to the next leader to seek comparable aid elsewhere.

It is unreasonable to think that the canal issue can simply be ignored, that we
can go on as we have gone on since 1903. It is necessary to do something about
a situation which is so unbearable to the Panamanians, but why must the only
answer take the form of a giveaway? Would it not be possible for the US to
employ more Panamanians in canal operations, and institute other local changes
which would render the American presence less offensive? A landlord does not
turn his apartment building over to his tenants when they are unhappy with his

method of operating it. The Republic of Panama was hardly more than a name
when the US built the canal, and seems to forget the tremendous economic
benefits the American presence has resulted in.

Panama's dictator. General Torrijos, regards the canal issue as "a matter of
dignity far more than a simple matter of accounting, of who benefits." Is it not
also a matter of American dignity? I suppose that dignity does not hold for
much any more in a world of political opportunism, but aside from the many
rational reasons for not giving away the canal, I think American industry,
ingenuity, and dignity do count for a great deal, and should be given at least as
much consideration as Panamanian dignity.
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SPORTS

Commentary

by Jeanne Dortch

On August 27, after only two short weeks of practice, the

Sewanee Tigers encountered their first defeat, and what might be

the most talented opposition they will face this season. The

opponents were the alumni, but their 'title could have been the

Superstars. Contrary to popular expectations, they were not a

group of over-the-hill, out of shape, football players dreaming of

reliving past glories. They proved to be a collection of fine

athletes who had not let the skill and sharpness they exhibited

while at Sewanee slip away. from them.

It is doubtful that the Tigers will contend with the likes of

Sewanee greats such as Johnny Walters, Doug Paschal), Hank

Rast, Dudley West, and Ail-American Mike Lumpkin playing on

one team this fall. Therefore the 28-19 defeat is nothing to be

ashamed of. It is impressive that the young Tiger team could play

in the same class with such experienced athletes in their first out-

ing. The Sewanee student body and community is urged to show

pride in their athletes by their support of the football team this

season.

The spring CAC tournament was held after the final issue of

the PURPLE was published last semester. Therefore, the results

are probably unknown to all but avid Sewanee sports fans. Frank

Selph placed first in pole-vault, with a height of fourteen feet,

and Felton Wright finished fifth in the three-mile run to score

Sewanee's only points in track. The golf team compiled a score

of 629 to place third behind Centre and Principia. The men's

tennis team finished with a perfect record of 4-0, as David

Humphreys led Sewanee to a 5-4 victory over Principia to win the

tournament championship. Humphreys, Tandy Lewis, and Ed

Calhoun placed first in numbers two, three, and five singles to

capture individual honors. Calhoun and Lewis also teamed to

finish first in number two doubles.

Contrary to popular belief, the Sewanee cheerleaders are not

elected because they need a way to occupy their time, or because

they enjoy being ignored or for the physical exercise and the P.E.

credits. Their purpose is to display their school spirit and to

attempt to incite some spirit in the student body. The cheer-

leaders this year were chosen by a group of unbiased professionals

which included the cheerleading sponsors from MTSU and Frank-

lin County, and a sportswriter from the HERALD-CHRONICLE.
Therefore, it was not a popularity contest, but a type of athletic

competition. Those elected were Jan Kibler, Chris Keyser, Gina

Melton, Marianne Wilkerson, Lea Fendley, Malanie Mixon,

Roland Ryder, Tim Wolf, Tom Dotey, Sut Watkins, Scott

Perkins, and Brent Minor. Gina Melton, captain of last year's

squad, has hopes that by adding a few new cheers and removing

some out-dated ones, the cheerleaders will draw more support

from the fans.

Staff Photo bv Paul Coooer

Sewanee's football season looks promising if defensive stand-outs like Tom Jenkins perform as last year.

TIGERS LACK EXPERIENCE
by Jonathan Horn

Last Monday afternoon I

talked with Sewanee's head
football coach Shirley Majors in

his office. After a brief

discussion concerning brands of

chewing tobacco (a plug of

which rested in his left cheek)
he briefed me on the 1977
edition of the Sewanee
Tigers, who, according to

Majors, are probably the

youngest team in the history

of the game at Sewanee. Majors
indicated that thirty-one of the

fifty-one men on the squad are

freshmen. Although he would
not name starters in a few
positions, it is evident that many
freshmen will be playing a great

deal of football. Coach Majors

was especially pleased about the

new strength on the offensive

line. Four freshmen have proven
valuable in practice—Tim, Toye,
Robert Pratt, Herb Sparks and
Phil Herterich. Tom Clark, Mark
Lawrence and Reggie Campbell
are the candidates for

quarterback. Majors did not
name a starter.

Junior Nino Austin and
Senior Joe Shults will start at

wide-outs—both are very talented

receivers. Two-year veteran

Kelly Swift and Senior Barry

Ray, who started last year at

fullback, will see action at

tackle. "Barry will play some
fullback, too," Majors added.

Four men will see extensive

action at olicnsive guard:

Sophomores Mike Marchetti,

Richard Price and David Grooms,
as well as freshman Herb Sparks.
Sophomore John Saccleredeis

returns at center. At fullback is

the solid and brutal junior

Grayson Hall, and the starting

halfbacks are Sophomore Ricky
Harper and Junior Charlie Potts.

Potts will be used mostly as a

wingback and a slotback.

Freshmen John O'Donnell and
Mallory Nimmocks are the two
contenders for the tight end
position.

On defense, the starting line

is completely veterans with

Bernie Durham and Jack Hazel

at ends and returning

Sophomore Scott Anderson at
defensive tackle. Sophomore
Tom Jenkins earned a starting

position at defensive tackle.

Majors stated emphatically that
Jenkins had shown a great deal
of promise during the practirp
season. Sophomore Marki
Newell will also play tackle

along with Mike Marchettl, who
goes both ways. The strong
linebacker will be Sophomore

Pete Samaras , and at middle
linebacker freshman Paul Minor.
Grayson Hall, another man going

both ways, will play weak side

linebacker.

The cornerbacks are senior

Allen Ehniling and Junior David
Evans. Sophomore John Hill, a

new man on the team, will start

at strong safety. Freshmen
Benny Water-field and Jeff

Kimball will share the duties of

free safety.

This Saturday the Tigers face

Millsaps in Jackson, Mississippi,

in hopes of avenging their 28-0

loss to the Majors' last year. The
Majors, a NCAA Division HI
team, have lost many players

from last year's predominantly

senior squad, but will still

provide stiff competition for the

Tigers in their second outing.

Canoeists Place in Nationals

Phil Williams

On September 10 and 11 the

Nantahala Outdoor Center

hosted the 1977 National White-

water Open Canoe Slalom and

Wildwater Championships on the

Nantahala River in Wesser,

North Carolina. The slalom

championships were held Satur-

day on an extremely challenging

half mile of the Nantahala. A
slalom race consists of a

one-quarter to one-half mile

course on a river with gates to be

negotiated in a downstream, up-

stream, or reverse manner. Pen-

alty points are given for

touching poles while negotiating

Saturday

the

slaJo

was a half

e including

apid on the river, the

Falls. The course

-st challenging white-

Competitors in Nationals
Staff Photo by Carlton Young

National Cham-
pionship. Competition was ex-

tremely stiff, but Sewanee
proved they could paddle with

the best.

An energetic group of canoe

teamers who were not compe-
ting were invaluable in running

the race. George Walker, Tina

Lowry, and Mary Jan Tredwell

kept the scoring and timing table

at the finish so efficiently that

many paddlers had their score

posted before they could get out
of the water. Bobby Jefts, Peter

Blair, Miller Puckette, and Blair

Russell kept eagle eyes on their

respective gates in judging po-

sitions. Emily Puckette, as offi-

cial starter, attempted to keep
boats from jumping the gun.

These people did a tremendous
job to help the National Cham-
pionships become an over-

whelming Buccess.

Sewanee competitors did well

as a group on Saturday. In the

tandem men's class, Stephen
("The Dean") Puckette teamed

with Douglas (Where's the fire?)

Cameron to take fourth place

with a superb second run.

Close behind in fifth place

were senior Philip Williams and
alumni Ellis Misner. In the

mixed tandem class, Philip Wil-

liams teamed with Carrie Ashton
of the Outdoor Center to

capture second place. Cathy
Potts and Dean Puckette tied for

seventh place in this competitive

The solo men's class i

(cont. on p. 12)

I the
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IM GRID CROWN UP FOR GRABS
watched as the Sigma Ksi Hay. Lineman Frank Maichmsr. throwing to hi. verteran receiver Kappa Alpha will deper.

by Blair Dickinson

The intramural football crowr

is up for grabs this year with af

many as eight teams having an

even shot at the championship.

Last year the rest of the league

browing to his verteran receiver Kappa

may also Mark Mudano while standing heavily
rolled to a 13-0 record before and Walter Givhan may also Mark Mudano whiic stanaing neavuy on mi... .£"" ,"£" *

being upset by Beta Theta Pi prove tough, but quarterbacking behind 6V' 215 lb. Noah Lemos Scoville to go with Ed Colhu-..,

'Tie Betas and 6'5" 230 lb. Bill Lemos. But Richardn Hudson, and Tommy
ss of the their first game was forfeited Johnston. Phi Gamma Delta

returning because they could not field a should make the playoff*

Flowers and John quarterback Mike

..... championship game, is questionable.

The Sigma Nus, hurt badly by looked to be th.

graduation, will be led this year leagi

by Tayl<
This could leave the door open

for any one of a number of

teams. Phi Delta Theta will be Blair Dickinson returning for a

quarterback Cam Welton,

John Jacobs, blocking

Lewis Price, and center

Sewanee quarterback gets sacked, as did

Harriers Strong on Attitude
As the team lacks numbers, returning runners came back

the freshmen will play a major stronger than they were last

role in determining the success year, and that the freshmen are

of this year's season. Coach enthusiastic. "Everybody makes
Dennis Meeks says the freshmen the 6:30 practices."

will be better able to help the Matt Ligon, a freshman who
uch sleep." Lacking team once they build up their promises to be an outstanding

and depth, this will endurance. runner, believes it is too early

to predict how well the team

Meeks also added that the will perform. Finn Summerell,

attitude is good," but also a freshman, adds that they

the new runners had have a "positive attitude" and "a

more experience and training, lot of esprit-de-corps." The

Everyone is working, "harder team '

s tlIijL nome meet ,s

than we ever have before," says September 21 against Samford. If

Wright. He emphasizes that the attitude remains good, the Cross

Country team should look

forward to a rewarding season.

Charlie Orr

With grueling run
mornings a week at 6:30

well as afternoon practit

cross country team
get too
experien

be a rebuilding year for the

Bart DeLuca and
Wright are strong

returning from last year.

Sophomores Matt Pinson and

Chuck Owen, as well as senior

Tont Rand are also returning

lettermen.

led by their two senior linemen

Scott Probasco and Gaston

Raoul as well as their two speed
speedburners Scott Tulley and

Phillip Carpenter. But they too

will lack an established

quarterback. The Independents

have a good line-up behind
quarterback John Hendry

,

blocking backs Mike Edington
and Jeff Douglas, and their

countless other football

enthusiasts. Sigma Alpha Epsilon

and Alpha Tau Omega could put

it all together if John
Sou th wood and Bill Cox can get

out of basketball practice.

Southwood will be counted on
heavily by the SAE's and will

join Craig Lane, David
Humphreys, and the
incomparable Jim Frith in a

balanced attack.

Cox will join seniors Cam Haar

Gregg Robertson, and Ben Mize

on a veteran ballclub.

final year together. Delta Tau
Delta and Lambda Chi Alpha

will also be heard from- the

Delts behind Harris Myers, Bill

Harper, and Bobby Brannon,

and the Chops behind Chris

Cobbs, Hank Simpson, and John

Jones. Chi Psi and Delta Kappa

Episilon may also be contenders

with the Chi Psis led by Bill

Sholten and David Dunn-Rankin

and the Dekes behind Chebb
Wagner and Tommy Williams.

Bringing up the rear will be

Iskra, suffering from temporary

disorganization, and the

Theologs who forfeited their

first game but are rumored to

have a phantom ex-Nebraska

quarterback.
Intramural football will prove

to be interesting this year with a

scramble for the top spot and

many upsets. Freshmen have

yet to be seen and labs will

surely take top talent out of

some key games.

Felt°" team's
wishes

Canoeists

September 20
September 24

September 24

Women's Volleyball

)0 am

Women's Tennis

2:00 pm MTSU at Murfreesboro

Field Hockey

10:00 am Judson at Marion, Ala.

Football

Millsaps at Jackson

(cont. from p. 11

)

most competitive of the day. It

was won by Angus Morrison of

the Outdoor Center with a run
that left spectators and paddle rs

in awe. Sewanee paddler Philip

Williams finished a respectable

seventh and Doug Cameron
came in twenty -eighth in a

field of forty-seven.

In the solo women's class Cal

Potts finished a close fourth

behind some stiff competition

from the Outdoor Center.

Thi- Wildwater championship
a race down the river against 'he

clock was held on Sunday
Since the rules state that the

Nationals should consist of equal
amounts of Whitewater and
fiatwater to test the all around
abilities of a paddler, the race

included the eight runable miles

of the Nantahala, including (he

'Fall) 3 1/4 mile portage, and

seven miles down Lake Fontana.

This type of race can depend on

seconds gained or lost at a big

rapid or on the portage.

In the women's tandem,

Sewanee made a good showing
by Cat Potts' third place finish

with partner Miki Pirras of the

Outdoor Center. Sewanee's Phil

Williams and James Jackson of
'h* Outdoor Center captured a

fourth place in the tandem
;cla: Alu

Ellis Misner paddled an excellent

race to eighth place and Dr
Hugh Caldwell made ar

admirable showing to plact

thirteenth.

The Sewanee Canoe team ha;

once again exhibited thi

to
paddle the

lity

ng the finest

Th.

11 be the Southe

fKfSp

*gg£

SEWANEE LNICN THEATRE
UNIVERSITY AVENUE, SEWANEE

SHOWS AT 7:30 P.M. NIGHTLY

CLYDE
THEY
AINT. TUES. & WED.

(20 & 21 Sept.)

j
COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents a BBS Productio

JACK NICHOLSON

FIVEEfMPICKS

irti iImK' 1

' -

.

Staff Photo by Carlton Young

Dean Puckette, Doug Cameron head downstream in Nationals.

TUN
WITH
DICK

&JANE"
EH* £3

SUN. & MON. (18 & 19 Sept.)

SUN. & MON. (25 & 26 Sept.)

TUES. & WED. (27 & 28 Sept.)
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Soccor Team Begins Training

Max Matthews maintains the Soccer Team 's high hopes'

George Weaver

The alarm rings at 7:00 a.m.

A

"Hght"run of three or four miles
follows. Breakfast, and a period
of recovery. Morning practice
from 10:00 a. m. - 12:30 p. m.
Lunch. Second period of
recovery. Afternoon practice
from 3:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Supper. Collapse.

Such was the enduring
schedule for some fifty-odd (in

some cases, very odd ) soccer
players during registration week.
Yes, life is a soccer ball. (It is no
accident that this article is being
printed in black and white.)

Although it may sound like

it, coach and part-time

philosopher Peter Walter does
not carry a whip. The nature of
the game requires the players to
do a lot of hard running among
other things, such as shooting,
passing, dribbling and trapping

r ball.

Fall Sports for Women Look Hopeful
Colman Miller

As the fall for

varsity sports

approaches/ the outlook for

improvement and winning
seasons seems hopeful. The field

hockey team, after an impressive

record of 7-0-1 in the

regular season last fall, is looking
forward to another winning
season this year. Dr. Green,
a professor of economics who
has coached the team for the

past two years, has high
expectations since the majority
of the members of last year's

team will participate again this

fall. Among the returning

players are two of the high
scorers-Atiee Valentine and
Coleman Miller. The defense also

promises to be strong with Paige

Wood and Kitty Stockell in the

half-back positions and Cindy
Irvin and Barb Gorham playing

fullback. In addition, chere has

been a large turnout of new
players with previous experience

and a few enthusiastic beginners

who also show a good deal of

Field hockey will begin its

season with a match on
September 24 against Judson
College in Marion, Alabama.
Judson, in Coach Green's
opinion, will probably be one of
the toughest opponents since it

should have a large number of
returning players and was one of
the most aggressive teams played
last year. Other particularly

tough opponents will be Centre
College from Danville, Kentucky
and UT Knoxville. The first

home game will be against Agnes
Scott on October 8.

The hockey team is hoping

that its performance this fall will that some of the tougher
warrant a return trip to the Deep opponents will be Maryville

South regional tournament in College, Bryan College, and
North Carolina in November. Dr. Jacksonville State. The first

Green feels that the Sewanee home match will be on
team benefited greatly from the September 20 against Covenant
experience of playing against College. With a full schedule

such skilled opponents in the °f fourteen regular matches, the

last tournament and hopes that volleyball team is planning to

The team boasts eight seniors
in starting positions. Leading
the team as fullbacks are Bill

Korn, David Jackson, Will
Lyons, and Jay McDonald.
Forwards Henry Hines and
Boyd Gibbs are the seniors
who will be looked to for
scoring. Four-year veterans
Mike Delaney at halfback and
Jonathan Ingram at goalie will

strengthen the team with their

experience. Juniors Tom
DeWitt, Woody Leonard, and
freshman John Dewar round out
the starting roster at forward
position.

the team will be able to return
for an even better showing this ^/

0i

year.

Women's volleyball has also

gotten off to an enthusiastic

start with great hopes for a

successful season. With an
exceptionally large turn-out of
eighteen players, the team hopes
to improve on last year's record
of 3-14. Dr. Alvarez, a prof
of math who 1

of the team since its beginning
four years ago , believes that

experience will be a key factor

this year. Having lost only four
players from last year, the letter

returnees include seniors Lynn
Belt, Elizabeth McClatchey, and
Marta Lenahan. Other letter

earners back on the volleyball

courts this fall are Stephanie
Ellis, Beverly Grail, and Debbie
Molvine.

In preparation for this season
the volleyball team had its first

spring training last year, which
included weighMifting . The
team also decided to return to

school early in order to start

practice with two sessions a day
during orientation.

The volleyball season opened
with matches against

Jacksonville State University and
Judson College in Jacksonville,

Alabama. The team will be
facing some new teams this fall,

but judging from last year's

experience, Dr. Alvarez predicts

lose the season with a trip to
state tournament in

November.
The tennis team, after a

spring record of 7-3, is expecting
to enjoy another winning season
this fall. Coach Pam Lampley,
director of women's athletics, is

enthusiastic about the quality

and experience of this year's

the'coach team
- Having lost only

team will have greater

experience in playing together
in addition to greater depth in Forwards Claude Barbre,
the team. Returning team Boyd Gibbs, Moe Hill and Max
members include Lynn Jones, Matthews will also see a lot of
Amy St. John, Heidi Harnisch, action on the field, as will

Minna Dennis, Sherri Sims, and fullbacks Steve Vinson and Chet
Ceil Hopper. There are also Rollins and halfback David
several new players out this fall Parker. Goalie David Ellis, and
who have had some experience freshmen forwards Robert
id promise to be an asset to Clemmer and Ray Seage:

player .from the top ; thf

the team,

The fall s-

matches serve:

practice for ttv

The opening
against MTSU
21. The first hoi

against Tenness
Mrs. Lampley
prove to be Sew;

competiti

pected to provide substantial

son of four support for the team,

primarily as

spring season. Tne conference games b
.

atch will be ^ , „. n „ „ , ,

»n September
SePtember 27

-
Sewanee belongs

match will be
to the Tennessee Intercollegiate

Tech, which Association. The next home
iredicts could Barnes will be against Alabama,

stiffest September 25 and Temple,
September 27.Fall

Honorary Degrees
(cont. from p. 7)

for his outstanding theology.

The President of the Ten-
nessee Suffrage Association,

Sarah Barnwell Elliott, wrote

many articles concerning

women's political rights. She was

one of the first women to

receive an Honorary Degree

from the University.

The architectural

achievements of Silas McBee
were recognized in 1920. He
was instrumental in composing

an early sketch of what is now
All Saints' Chapel.

William Alexander Percy,

poet and author of LANTERNS
ON THE LEVEE, received a

degree honoring his literary

achievements in 1939. He
served as a University professor

in the year 1919-1920.
John Edgar Hoover, who

served as Director of the United

States Federal Bureau of

Investigation, was honored by

Sewanee in 1941.

A Jacksonville benefactor, Mrs.

Jessie Ball DuPont, who
contributed seven million dollars

to the college, received an

Honorary Degree in 1945.

More recently, in 1969,
alumnus Smith Hempstone, Jr.

revived literary acclaim. He has

served on the Editorial

Board of the WASHINGTON
STAR and is a nationally
syndicated columnist.

The same year, Eugene M.
Kayden, retired Sewanee
professor of economics, also

received literary notice. His
translation from the Russian of
the poetry of Boris Pasternak
was listed in TIME
MAGAZINE'S "Year's Best
Books" list in 1959.

In 1970, Mr. Allen Orley
Tate received a Sewanee degree.

His poem "Ode to the

Confederate Dead" has been
frequently anthologized, and his

novel THE FATHERS is

required reading in some modern
literature courses. Mr. Tate lives

in Nashville, but still maintains a

close relationship with Sewanee.
Robert Penn Warren was

recognized in 1974. One of his

best known novels is ALL THE
KING'S MEN, and this year

witnessed the publication of
his new book, A PLACE TO
COME TO..

CHARCOAL SIRLOIN STRIP

SALAD BAR

CHOICE OF POTATO $4.95

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED
COUNTRY HAMS AND HOT BISQUITS

-- STEAKS -

SUNDAY BUFFET LARGE PARTY ROOM SEATING 200

WEEKDAYS 6-10 WEEKENDS 6-11

924-2268

10 SPECIALTY SHOPS NEXT DOOR FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE.

FINE WINES AND LIQUORS - DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

VILLAGE SHOPPE
WINES AND SPIRITS

NEXTDOOR TO SMOKEHOUSE RESTAURANT

PHONE 924-2288

OLD COUNTRY STORE DELI
TO COMPLIMENT THE VILLAGE SHOPPE WINES AND SPIRITS

PARTY SNACKS

SPECIALITY ITEMS

MIXES CHEESES

BEER SANDWICHES

LOCATED AT THE SMOKE HOUSE RESTAURANT MALL IN MONTEAGLE.TN

SPECIAL-MILLER,

SCHLITZ, BUDWEISER, LITE

7 OZ BOTTLES 8PAK$1.88
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A clap of thunder, a burst of lightening

pelting rain, blasting wind, and then

BLACK OUT!

i upper left: Dedicated students capitalize

i vanishing light. Darkness drops barriers; Phi's and Fiji's

unite. Truckstop waitress. Fast Flo. finally catches her
WIDC's second annual Tappa Kegga Bru party was

the major gathering place of the evening.

Photos by Carlton Young and Rosemary Drake

They said it could only happen in

New York City. But on the evening of

September 15 Sewanee was plunged into

six hours of darkness. As daylight

waned, studying became futile. Sewanee

students turned instead to boisterious

flashlight parties, quiet candlelit get-

togethers with soft guitar music, or

massive hair-raising games of sardines

in blackened dormatories. Others dis-

covered a still beauty in misted gothic

buildings illuminated only by occasion-

al flickers of lightening.

Dorm Matrons: A Mom Away From Home
(cont. from p. 5)

the distinction of being the firs'

matron of a co-ed dormitory on
the Mountain. Student volunteer

firemen also reside in McCrady.
"I've tried to make a home

away from home," said Mrs

agner, a SewaneeDot

tell you when." Mountain
a matron for seven years. At housemother at Oberlin College

Cleveland Hall this year she has in her native Ohio. Women were
33 freshmen-so many in fact still somewhat of a novelty here
that one upper classman joked when Mrs. Stevenson arrived

"I hear you're running i from the first school in the

nursery." But Mrs. Crawford country to accept women. (Mrs.
said she is pleased with her new Mask expressed her past and
students. She often receives present opinion on t~

visits from alumni of the College "I've had people tell me you

matron of nine years. 1

enjoyed being a matron m<

than anything I've ever dc

before in my life." Mrs. Wag)

worked for nine years in

dietary department of the

hospital before taking

natr. i this nati*

rii. Cleveland Hall.

At Hoffman Hall Mrs.
Gertrude Kelly, who has several

exotic plants flourishing beneath
florescent light in her fireplace,

recalls times when students

would come to Gailor "with a
tie pinned to a T-shirt" after the

dress code was abandoned
dining hall. But in her

matron, Mrs.

always spot

Sewanee

Sewanee
ave a picture of

i, why not the

")

of Tennessee has spent eighte

years on the Mounta
"Sewanee is really my homt

"I think part of the home-like yea

atmosphere here involves believes

sneaking things past the matron swinging th«

just like you do with Mom at the old Sewanee traditions have

home " joked one student in changed through the years. Mrs.

Trezevant Hall. Mrs. William Moore remembers when the

Hart is matron is at Trezevant. coat-and-tie rule was still in

and was a matron for some 700 effect, and matrons were invited

girls at Vanderbilt before she to take their meals at fraternity

Mrs. Rebecca Duncan has

been matron at Benedict Hall for

two years and feels that "most
people are here to learn. We just

'sixth
try to be here when we're

Kelly needed." Mrs. Duncan's son and
ghter both attended the

But University, and her daughter is

Tried to classical languages

to Sewanee in 1969. At

Sewanee, Mrs. Hart noted, "I

like my boys. I'm dedicated to

the students, I reall;

(cont. from p. 1)

required that the area ii

protessor Dr. Charles Binnicker. mother-in-law of English
Mrs. Olwyn Souter is professor Douglas Paschall and

beginning her second semester as has lived on the Mountain for
matron in Gailor Hall. "I like five years. "It's wonderful if you
it," she said in her distinctive like the outdoors. I've walked
English accent, "The boys are every inch and climbed every
super." The British matron is the rock."

tables in Gailor. "We all ate

up." she laughed.

Mrs. Doris Stevenson applied with the Deans
for a position a* Sewanee on of problems r;

Hart is also a native of the advice of her son wl
then working at the Uni

Tennessee. "I was bom in L ibrary . She has been a )

Murray County," she at Hunter Hall for four
commmented with a smile. "I ue fore she came ti

which a

to be kept be registered

ed last year,

o was according to the administration,

ersity puppies under six months,
iatron pregnant dogs, and dogs in heat

years, will not be tolerated on the

the Sewanee campus.

JOIN THE WINE CLUB AT

VALLEY LIQUORS
FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

COWAN ROAD, COWAN, TENNESSEE

INQUIRE AT

SHENANIGANS
SANDWICHES COFFEE TEA CHEESES

GOURMET FOODS

OPEN 11 :30 AM -MIDNIGHT
CLOSED ON SUNDAY

IN SEWANEE
, CALL 598-5774
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Call Me 'Shirley
9

Says Newest Cop
( Julie Hall J training course at the

"Everybbdy—-just

Staff Photo by Paul Coopei

Ayers Describes New Policies, Plans

the Police

Academy in Dontlson,

Shirley," says the latest addition When asked if the women's
to Sewanee's Police Force, Ms situation warranted such a
Shirley Lawson. sure, Chief of Police

Ms. Lawson wears standard Wagoner replied that after
equipment and possesses all talking to students, proctors,
powers of certified officers- and Dean of Women
although she has no profession.* °t<=hman, he felt many
training. After assuming h* WOuld be more comfortable
position, she is allowed th«- and more likely to report
standard two years time in incidents to a female officer
which to attend the six week

He added that the addition
to the force was adopted
primarily as a preventitive
measure,

Mrs.

(cont. from p. 4)

austerity such that we can
expect dissatisfaction with salary
increases as was the situation a
couple of years ago?

AYRES: Well, we've just had a

faculty salary increase of 7%. I

can't" say that we're going to be
in a holding position, but I think

that we're all going to have to

look at ways of tightening down.
I don't know that we can look at

a continual increase in salaries

here until we can solve some of

our other problems. Our other
problems are very clear. We've

got problems at the hospital, and

we've got to turn that problem
around. We've got problems at

the Academy, and we've got to

increase that enrollment. We're
all part of the same body. This

is a difficult thing to

communicate. We're all a part

of this whole body and if this

arm's in trouble out here, we
can't neglect it, we've got to

minister to it because it's part of

PURPLE: Well, what about the

hospital? We've hired a new ad-

ministrator and a new surgeon.

Are those the basic steps that

have been taken?

AYRES: Yes. Let me tell you,

we've needed a hospital

administrator there for a number
of months. We've had a doctor
filling that role and he did as

fine a job as he could,but he was
practicing medicine as well as

trying to administer the hospital.

We've gone and brought a man
by the name of Ken Lacy and
this man has had extensive

rural hospital ad
He feels that by AYRES: We
ur number of

doctors at the hospital that we
e number of

bout this last year,

e not having any
th St. Andrew's

patients we have out there, and
that's been the advice we've had
from a number of sources that

know something about hospital

care. We do have a new doctor

coming in and we hope to have
several more. Actually, we've
employed a hospital consulting

firm to he.lp us find doctors for

the hospital. The two doctors

coming to visit this week are a

result of that search.

PURPLE: What steps are being

taken to correct the problems at

the Academy"

AYRES: I think we're working
now to right some of the

problems that do exist in the

Academy. The Academy
opened up with more students
than they had last year. The
first day after the Trustees

elected me in April to fill this

position I asked Al Gooch to

step in and direct Academy ad-

missions during this period. He
went right to work and put Ed
Harrison out there. We began
this year with 181 students, I

believe, whereas last year we
ended with 175. Now that's a

very positive thing with all the

uncertainty that existed here at

the end of the year. If we work
at it all year now I'm hopeful
that we can get up above 200
students next year.

PURPLE: What about the
possibility of a merger of the
Academy and St. Andrews?

now. I was the one that chaired

the committee to work with St.

Andrew's toward the possibility

of this at year's end and St.

Andrew's was willing and ready
to consider a consolidation of
these two schools. Our Board of
Regents and Trustees, however,
decided for us to continue the

operation of the Academy and
to try to find ways of
strengthening what we already

had. I feel that all of our effort

should be to make the Academy
a viable part of the total

University complex, and I'm
going to make every effort I can
to see that it is just that.

PURPLE: The only auxiliary

service we've discussed so far is

the hospital . Are there any
other areas where you see

AYRES: Yes. I'd say that we'd
like to increase our revenues
both in our University Market
and in our University Supply
Store. We'd like to increase the
revenues at the Sewanee fnn,

weeks there may be
that we can talk m<
about.

three
Befor« becoming a member

of the force, Ms. Lawson worked
e things .,„ PolJce dispatcher| and jor to
orrectly LftUu she was employed in the

University Treasurer's Office.

both the motel pancy and
the dining facilities.

PURPLE: Do w hs ve specific
plans to i lues in anv
of these

AYRES: Yes. We're in
meetings low searchir g for ways
that rever be increased.

We have good prospec ts, I think,
for doing somethi rig a bout these
problems
PURPLE: Would you like to
talk aboul them?
AYRES: They' re really too
much in the formative stages.

But I believe hat probably

Social Policy Not Changed, Enforced
(cont. from p. 1)

Dean has stated that he has
met with the IFS and informed
them that the sale of alcoholic

beverages at their parties is ille-

gal and the risk they take in

doing so is their own. The IFC
has taken no official action on

sale of alcohol at fraternity

houses, apparently leaving the

matter to individual

fraternities. The IFC did, how-
ever, pass a motion which
"urges the members of its

eleven fraternities to observe
and abide by 'the regulation

which prohibits the
consumption of alcoholic,,

beverages in public!

"Party weekends on the

Der Deutsche Verein
Der Deutsche Verein held

its first meeting of the semester

on Thursday evening, Septem-

ber 8, at Dr. Lockard's house,

'Wienerwald'. About sixty

students attended, and the

following officers were elected

for the coming year:

President John Ball

Vice-President-Jennifer Koch
Secretary—-Lanier Harper

Treasurer-David DunnRankin.

The program consisted of

an interesting and witty speech

by Moe Hill entitled 'Besuch in

Bayern' (My visit in Bavaria').

This talk i

refreshments
zels - which

followed by
beer and pret-

re vociferously

accompanied by Bavarian and
Austrian songs. Afterwards,
Mr. Lockard's carport served as

as outdoor dance hall for ener-

getic waltzing and polka-ing.

The Verein 's next meeting
will be an Oktoberfest in honor
of visiting parents on Saturday,
October 1st. It will begin at
8:00 p.m. in the Commons
lounge and will feature

dancing and singing, with ap-
propriate refreshments.

mountain," Dean Seiters

continued, "will not be
affected, although wild public
drunkeness will not be ignored

as it has been in the past."

In response to the question
of beer at the Outside Inn,

Dean Seiters said that after

consultation with the beer
board he informed Tim Brown,
President of Sewanee Arts, that

selling beer was illegal. "Al-
though," he quickly added,
"the decision to cancel the

event was Mr, Brown 's own de-

cision." The Dean implied that

by the payment of an i.iitiaJ

assessment for attending the
gatherings of the Outside Inn,

"free beer" could be
distributed.

Dean Seiters made it clear

that administrative changes at
the University had nothing to
do with this crack-down on
social policy violations. "It
was in order to preclude out-
side intervention that these re-

finements were made and
amount of class and refinement
will follow in the students'
social behavior," Dean Seiters

concluded.'

Filmmaker Bruce Cronin, creator of

"The Wild Goose, " which will be shown Sept, 26

WINCHESTER AVIATION INC.

Winchester Municipal Airport

Between Cowan And Winchester

PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING

STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE

2 MECHANICS AVAILABLE

FUEL- 100 OCTANE

ADVANCED AND AREOBATIC INSTRUCTION IN

1977 CESSNA AREOBAT FIVE HOURS DUAL AND
FOUR HOURS GROUND INSTRUCTION ON AREO-
BATIC BASICS CONTROL AND RECOVERY FROM

UNUSUAL ATTITUDES.

CALL 967-3148 OR STOP BY THE AIRPORT
FOR INFORMATION
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CASSIDY PRESSED TO RESIGN

Stalf Photo by Carlton Young

"

Dr. Robert Cassidy

(cont. from p. 1)

Geraid Smith, and Dr. James process be followed in cases of
Clayton-and Dr. Cassidy himself promotion and tenure."
declined to comment. Yet is Dr. Cassidy's case one

According to Dr. Barry of 'enure, of promotion, or

Crawford, who is replacing Dr merely the non-reappointment
Smith for the fall semester, the of an untenured faculty?

conflict arose over a difference Tne Faculty Handbook
of style. "The other members of states that an Assistant Professor

the religion department are
wh° haS 'aU

.

8ht !*
Sewanee for

lower key than Dr. Cassidy," !
1X sears » e"her

,

^corded

said Dr Crawford. ")> l,r-
enure °' h

'.
s employment ,s

<n n -a \ - j terminated. According to some

E£? } VSTSSA *
•

sources
-

Dr
-

Cassidy s original

teases and challenges the I?"
er

..
or aPPoint

f

men
T\

promised

=f.„]™*.« „;„,!, i» ;.. mv that hls years at the Universities
-m.

y of Connecticut and Wi
-S5 prior to Sewanee would c

^ tn̂
years at Sewanee. If the:"> conflict with' the ~sZy.„

i£lf6
cu

' ofher religion teachers , which"
' caused the probTemT'"

Another reliable

indicated that it w;
Cassidy's "aggressive,

questioning style", both
and in departmental m
which the other member:

counted, then Assistant
Professor Cassidy was due to be
evaluated for tenure.

;ouree The Faculty Handbook lists

Dr. tnref general criteria that are to
ritical, be considered by the Dean of
i class the College and by the
?tings, Committee on Promotion and
of the Tenure in evaluating candidates

department could not tolerate, for tenure and promotion. These
"At times he was almost abrasive criteria, briefly stated, are as
and rude," the source reported, follows: (I) teaching

There seems to be some
aD ''' ty an<* effectiveness; (2)

whether or t
5Cnolarsn 'P and credentials; (3)

followed in Dr ^Xement
immunity

According to several

of ""the
informed *>"««. the religion

, department found Dr. Cassidy
01 me lacking ir -

in Association of areas If
University Professors, no formal then'duc
complaint has been raised, not folio'

"Robert Cassidy has not asked Other sources claim that Dr

"!„L°inl"
terVe"e

n",
°r Sutcliffe Cassidy's original letter of

appointment promised his years

procedure
Cassidy's

According

Sutcliffe,

i-reappointment.

of these thi

, stake,
'idently

erned that due at the ihf

be counted only towards
promotion, and not towards

tenure. Yet if this is the case,

then the same three criteria

app'y. f° r they are listed as

criteria for tenure and
promotion. If promotion was at

stake, due process was also not

followed.

The remaining possibility is

that Dr. Cassidy 's resignation

was a case of non-reappointment
of a non-tenured faculty. In the

spring of 1977 a number of
guidelines were adopted by the

University Administration to
deal with such cases. Among
these guidelines are the
following:

be

be that which falls under
the criteria for awarding
tenure as listed in the

Faculty Handbook.

It is clear from these excerpts

that the decision for the non-

reappointment of untenured
faculty is to be based on the

same criteria for promotion and
tenure already listed.

As previously stated, the

religion department reportedly

found Dr. Cassidy deficient in

none of these areas.

Dr. Scott Bates, chairman of

the Committee on Promotion
and Tenure, declined to

on Dr. Cassidy's

for tenure or

"The deliberations

community. It would be in the

best interests of both to have

him stay on."
"If style is indeed the

difficulty." Dr. Crawford added,

"certainly Sewanee is large

enough to incorporate different

styles and viewpoints."

On September 7 an informal

meeting of University religion

majors was held to discuss

Dr. Cassidy's resignation.

Questions were raised as to why
the students v/ere not informed
of the decisions being made,
whether the consequences to

students were considered, and
uld Hon

should
undertaken by the

department chairman. . .

The review should be
based on the criteria for

promotion and tenure as

outlined in the Faculty
Handbook. . , When
decisions affecting

renewal (and tenure) are

in the process of being

made, the Faculty
member should be so
advised and given the

opportunity to submit
material which he or she
believes helpful to an
adequate consideration

of the case. Material

considered relevant will

however, feel that correct
procedure in such cases is

determined largely by personal
interpretation-and he nee the
controversy.

To sample the op nions of
those involved in the < onflict is

difficult, for the
department and Dean Puckette
have refused to comrr ent; and
Dr. Cassidy, in agreeing ;o resign.

also agreed not to appeal or
protest his case. Ye . several

concerned persons h* ve been

Dr. Crawford commented
that Dr. Cassidy "is a credit to

perhaps reverse the present

course of events and have Dr.
Cassidy reinstated.

Some majors expressed
feelings of helplessness, saying
that any protests on Dr.
Cassidy's behalf would be
detrimental to him. Others urged

that each religion major go to

his or her advisor and express
concern. Others wanted to write
a letter of protest to the Dean.
No action, however, was
voted or decided upon.

Several reliable sources

indicated that during this year

reconciliation between Dr.
Cassidy and the religion

department is possible. One
source even stated that any such

only with the department, for

Dean Puckette seems willing

to reverse the resignation
decision, and Dr. Cassidy wants
to stay at Sewanee.

uid

September 21

September 25

SPORTS AND RECREATION SCHEDULE

/anderbilt at Nashville

Alabama at Sewanee

3:00-3:30 pm
2:00—3:30 pm

7:00-9:00 pm
2:00—5:00 pm

2:00 pm Temple at Sewanee

Cross Country

3:00 pm
3:00 pm

Samford at Sewanee
Bryan at Sewanee

Pool Recreation Hours

Friday
Monday—Thursday

Saturday, Sunday
Friday

« g & ®
"ivnaMMiP

ROTEL RX 503

STEREO AM/FM RECEIVER

35 WATTS PER CHANNEL

$265.00

ROTEL RP 5300

DIRECT DRIVE
TURNTABLE SYSTEM

$165.00

ELECTRO -VOICE
EVS -15B
TEN INCH,

THREE - WAY SYSTEM

MONTH'S SPECIALS:
I INCH TWO - WAY $65.00 each

10 INCH THREE -WAY
$85.00 each

12 INCH THREE -WAY

TENNESSEE AUDIO
PHILIPS - turntables

, speakers , tape decks CRAIG and PIONEER - auto stereos

ROTEL - receivers, amps, preamps , tuners , turntables , cassette tape decks
ELECTRO - VOICE - interface series and studio monitors JENSEN -auto speakers

AUDIO-TECHNICA
, EMPIRE , and PICKERING cartridges

CALL 967-5838 FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT


